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AM= AND ACCOUPLTSWENT
Musiest Rdusatien

Preparatory Bohai&

1.
sadik, Ameat Ahmed Mulder, "Th. Relation between Aptitude and
Aceomplishment in the Field of eluslei A Study in the Intimation at
Aptitudes ", (AlIlageh Irlyn Aldetildaad WalTebseet ti Weal AlMunita;
(Studies and
Dirasah fi Tafatul AlIstaleadaat),
Researoh), Vol. 2, Issue No. 1, (May
PP

Following an introduction in the Amos it aptitudes in modern educational
psychology, the writer stevieweit earlier writings on this same subject and
stated the problem under diaeusolon, then explained her clothed at research,

,

the tools used in the swim, the sample "'looted among students of the
Faoulty of Musical Mastics and the yordstiek used in measuring musical
aptitudes and aeoomplisluents.

Juniata

the extent of
In the conolusions reached by the writer, she
relationship between aptitudes and acoomplishmenta in the that year
Preparatory, showing bow such relationship dimird.shed in the second and

turd years.

The writer then interpreted the sign:Mono* of her confusions and
presented fifteen tables illustrating the averages, meesureeent deviations
and ooettiolents In the first, second and thist years preparatory.
A tablicerephieal list of Asada and foreign books aonsulted by
follows.

the

writer

ACADEMIC BOOK

Problems

2, Soliman, Mona Mohamed, "The Youth Discusses its Problems: The Aoademio
Book", (Al.Shabiab Yunaqish Mashakilehu: AlicAtAsb Aljemj ti), by None

Mohamed Solimen and Maimed 'Abdul Salem, "Al-Shebeli MaIDlun Al4etueta4bs3.6,
2nd year, Issue No. 9, (April 1979), pp 43-45.

Following an introduction on reading and its basic role in helping man
solve his problems, the writers emphasised the need of university students
to do research work and original writing, exPs0114 in subjects having
booming on the problems of Egypt with a view to overcoming them.

7

The writers analysed the causes which led to the present inflated prices
of books, then dealt with the Arabisation of university education, pointing
to its effect on the educational standard and students.
They also reviewed acme ideas aimed at eneouraging authors to write

seeded° books, concluding their article with a suggestion purporting that
the budget allowited for subsoriting in foreign periodicals and scientific
books should be incorporated in the budget of the Central Agency for
Academic Books.

ADS= EDUCATION
3.

The

Dawoud, 'Asia Hanna, "Psychology of Adult Education's (Saykolojiyyat
id
Al-K1bear). in "Farah* logical and Educational Research
nt (Maoist Wa-Qirsat NafsilyahWa-Tarkawinah),
Cairo,

Egyptian Bookshop. 1979, PP 91-116.

As an introduction to his research, the writer reviewed-the characteristics
of contemporary olvilisation indicated the extent to which civilisation
is linked to wealth, prosperity end progress and explained how women are
viewed in an advanced society and in
developing country.
He indicated the difference
developing countries.

between adult education in advanced and

related to

f.

The writer then enumerated the universal oensiderations
adult education, showing bow the concept of adult education was defined

and clarified in the 1972 Conference of Tokyo and indicating the organic
relationship between education in general and adult educatitin in particular

and employment opportunities.

three basic as of adult education, the writer
elaborated on the need for understanding adult peyoholoa. the methods of
organizing and financing adult education, the technology, plAnning and
administration of this type of education and the prose:mess systems and
evaluation procedures applicable to adult education..
After elaborating the

Curricula

Qiladah, Puad $oliman, "BasMCurricalanSand

Education", (Asasiyyst Al-Varahij
lees W4E04 waT Ileem
Kik4eVrr Cairo, Dar Al-Matbu teat Al-Jadeedah, (1979), 470 pages.

2
C.

This book is eeneerned with an anatpeis of the educational theory in
general and the theory of curricula in particular, with an emphasis on
curricular planning.
It consists of eight Parte. The first part of the book deals with the
educational theory, its concepts, definition, functions, inputs and
problems. It alzo deals with the inherent relationships between the
educational theory and the philosophy of education and reviews the resent
studies and research conducted on the theory, its eenstruotion, elements
and stages of formulation.
Part 2 deals with and explains the different definitions of curricula.
The third part is devoted to educational aims, their nature and the manner
in which they are formulated.
Part 4 deals with the levels of curriculum construction and planning and
reviews the problems involved in setting up curricula and the types of
curricular patterns.
The fifth part is eonoerned with curriculum building, sources of deriving
educational aims, formulation of educational aims and seleation of the
various types of educational experiences.
In the sixth part, the author attempted to review the types of curricula,
beginning with the traditional. curriculum and ending with the modern and
contemporary curricula.

Part 7 deals with the concept, methods, styles, functions and a/Uri& of
evaluation.

The eighth and last part is devoted to adult education and its developed
concept and to an exemplary eurmieulwn conceived far adult education.

Influencing Factors

5. Abul.Soulud, Kbairi Hussein, "The Role of Faculties of Agriculture in
Informal Rural Adult Education ", (Door Kulliyysat Al-Zizelah fi Ta 'leem
L44ukkan AlpReef), Cairo, Arab League Edueational,
Al-Kibaar shear
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (ALESCO), 1979.
After defining university guidance and explaining the role of university
scholars in serving the society, the writer underlined the duties of the
universities towards the home, the factory, the farm, the shop and the
street.

3

Dealing with informal education of adults in agricultural spheres, the
writer elaborated en the programmes dedling with the techniques of
operating and maintAining agricultural equipment, the programme oriented
towards tractor drivers and the programmes aimed at westing technical
labour for land reolacation purposes.
Discussing the methods for rationalising investment in agriculture, the
writer stressed the importance of fighting illiteracy, spreading reading
and mathematics skills among rural, population and linking villagers to
the means of production and the State's development requirements. Am to
the family, being a consumer and produoer unit, the writer called for *
programme of agricultural guidanos aimed at it.
After enumerating the educational methods and means adopted in agricultural spheres, the writer indicated the function of the publication
centers attached to the faculties of agriculture in disseminating sgricul
tural information and spreading awareness among farmers.
Conoluding his paper, he

Galled

faculties of agriculture are

for observing certain presumptions if
to take charge of the programmes of informal

adult education in villages.

Self Teaching
Dawoud, 'Asia Hamm, "The Soientifio Eases for Self Teaching",
lAl-Tatleera AlZeati) in: "Pj
12
(Al-Usus
Educational
oh and Readings", (Dirasaat Wa-sairast Nefslyyah Wa6.

Tarbawiyyah), vol. 2, Cairo, The Anglo-man Bookshop, 1979, pp 63-89.
Following an introduction in which the writer defined education and selfteaching and showed the difference between both educational systems, he
described the method of self - teaching, traced its beginnings, related the
developments undergone by it and drew a distinction between the method
used in self-teaching and the methods of individual and group ommunioatiring technology.
;*;

After explaining the justifications for adopting this system of education
in the Arab World, he indicated the limits beyond which self-teaching
should not go and enumerated the shortcomings which would disappear from
the Arab World if this system of teaching is adopted.
In elaborating the scientifio bases of self-teaching, the writer divided
them into two categories; first, soolophilosophieel bases resting on the

h

t

1.

10

principles of productive participation in contemporary Civilisation*
transcending backwardness and overall socio-economic development and,
secondly, psycho - educational bases resting on the principles of excitation,
motivation, constructed responses and individual differences.

AGRICIlLTURAL EMOTION
Curricula's Development

7. Hubsimk, Habib, "Importance of including Civics. HumanIties and
Communications Subjects in
of Agricultural Education",

rAkaandrjat Tadmeen Bazeunij Al- 'loom Al-Zira'l Monad Al-Ttflum AlXjtirna tlyyah Wal-Inseatyyah Wal-Ittisalirjah), Cairo, Department of
Documentation and Data in the Arab League Educational, Scientific and
cultural orgraiisation (AIESCO), 1979, 10 Pages.

The writer began his essay with an introduction
haw they effect the population in the course of

on development plans and
the development process.

He then gave a historical background of the development of agriculture in
the 19th Century, saying that those responsible for production, economy
and oommurwil activities in rural centers must necessarily keep developing.
Here, he cited the role of graduates of agricultural
institutes
and schools.

faculties,

The present teaching and training methods in educational institutions
were criticised by the writer who described some new functions assumed by
agronondsts. in this oonneotion, he emphafted that agronomists should be
given large doses
enhance their imagination, creativeness
and intrepidity. Methods conducive to attaining such initiative were
described by the writer.

of initiative to

Dealing with agricultural education, the writer emphasized the need for
supplementing this specialized education with useful courses such As
political economy, integrative rural development, rural economy, civics,
pedagogy and communications media.
Concluding his essay, the writer advanced some suggestions regarding
evaluation of students' practical accomplishments and introduction of
ohangcs on the methods and systems of education.

5
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CULTURAL

ammo

lagislations - Establishment
8. A.R.E., logislatteni laws* Regulations
etc" ullintsierial
AAKAution No. 87 of MLR& 1979 in Connection with the Creation of an

fling
gigloultural Seconder; ketion Folifising the 3-Year System for the
of S1silled Agricultural labour Annexed to the Agrikulturel Technical
r
9 IIa
unid", Cairo, Cabinet of
1 1.1
the Minister, Ministry of Education, 1979, 1 stencil page.
This Resolution consists of three articles.

Article 1 decrees the establishment of the Agricultural Seondary Section
and determines the date on which the Section opens.
The second article specifies the pertinent Law applicable to such
Section, while the third article provides for the publication of the
Resolution in the Official Gazette.

ART EDUCATION

Teaching

Abul Xhair, Oamal 'Abdul Rank, "Evolution of i__Education Theories
and Teaching Principles", (Tatemwur Nassityysat Aluffarbiyah Al-Farmiyysh

Wa-Usul Tadritha), Cairo, Central Agency for Academic and Text Books and
Educational Aids, 1979, 104 Pages.
Following an introduotion on the theories of art education, the author
divided his book into four chapters.
In the first chapter, he emphasised the need for studying the theory in
any art education. Here, he reviewed the presuppositions of the educational.

theory as well as the hypotheses of art education's theory.
In Chapter 2, the author dealt with the theory of free-hand drawing,
defined it and related its historical background, presuppositions and
teaching methods.
The theory of art .realism is expounded in Chapter 30 in which the author
explained its basic concepts, presuppositions and teaching methods.

6

The fourth and last thaptior is gemmed with the process of appreciating
the tharseteristios of children's drawings as an expression of their
behavioural trends. Mere, the author explained the role of psychology in
understanding pupils' behaviour and learning process. Re indicated the
relation between the philosophy of pragmatism and the learning process
in art education.
Concluding this chapter, the author reviewed some researches on ohildren's
behavioural trends and art drawings' chatscteristios.

AMAMI

rearunts

Systems at Teaching
10. Payed, 'Abdul latif, "Teaching Conscience in Ashari Institutes",
"Al-Oushouriyah" newspaper,
(Demeter Al-Tadrees fil-Ma tatted Al-Ashariyyah)

26th Year, Issue No 9265, (May 11, 1979), p. 9.
After saying that treating correction of examinations in Ashen Institutes
with seriousness has been instrumental in raising the standard of
graduates, the writer dealt with the system of teething in these Institutes
and showed its impact on the standard achieved by students.
Dealing toith the Law ethers* education in Al-Ashar University has undergone
far-reaching development, he showed how this taw had its bearing on the
standard of education. He then drew a comparison between conditions before
and after the premulvtion of this Law, saying that the Sheiks entrusted
with teething in theta. Institutes were oonaerned with ameliorating the
standard of thAr students and used to give thee* intensive care to assist
weak students after sohool hours.

In emelssies4 the writer explained the results of these efforts on the
standard attained by students whether in Jurisprudence or in Arabic.

BASIC EDUCATION

11. Radwan, Mohamed Mabmoud, "Experiment of Basic Education", (Tajrubat
Al-Te'leere Al-Asasi), "Al-Ra.2L4" magasine, 24th Year, Issue No. 2,
(Juno 1979).

7
1.

13

At the beginning of his *Slobs, the writer said that education is an
uncontestable right to each calm and should be as free as air and
water.
After stating that the efforts exerted by the responsible officials to
provide room for each pupil have faced unsuzmountable difficulties, the
writer reviewed the endeavours made by the Ministry of Education in
Egypt between 1916 and 1957 to transform education into practical rather
than theoretical teaching.
Dealing with curricula and teaching policies in the light of modern age
requirements, the writer explained the difficulties encountered in the
primary and preparatory stages and called for extension of the compulsory
term to cover the preparatory stage as well indicating the subjects
which ought to be taught in this stage.
Concluding hie article, he explained the aims sought from the experiment
of unified schools in Naar City and underlined the importance or basic
education.

Committee
A.R.E., legislations, law*, Regulations ... etc., itiinisterial
the :.,4. an Team n
uti
No.
1 Da
A
the Projeated Essiolrogranne o Education , Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister,
Ministry of Education, 1979, 3 stencil pages.
12.

R

1

This Resolution deals with the constitution of the Egyptian team and
supervisory and organising committees for drafting a programme for
basic, education in collaboration with an American team.
Comprising of six articles, the Resolution's first article explains the
reasons for constituting the Egyptian team. Article 2 provides for the
constitution of speoialised marking groups from among the team members,
with due regard to their common fields of interest.
The third article deals with the procedure for constituting a supervisory
team to oversee the specialised fields of research and study. The names
of the team are listed in the Article.
By virtue of Article 4,, an organising body is to be constituted under the
supervision of which working teams would be operating. Names of this body
are also given.

8

"
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Axtiole 5 fixed the date for oOmpleiing the pertinent Studies and research
work.
.

The sixth and last ariiole requires all agencies of the Ministry of
Education to cooperate with the team and put at its ready disposal any
particulars, statistics and reports needed for its work.

Requirements
13.
A.R.E., National Council of Education, Soientifio Research and
Technology, °Eaten' on of the Tenn of Compulsory and Halo Education",
(Imtidaad Marbalat
Wal-Ta vixen Al-Asasi), Cairo, SubCommittee
on General Education and Training, 1979, (2 page/ + appendices.

This document deals with two interoomplimentary subjects. The first
deals with the shape and structure of the eduoational ladder with an
indication of the optimum term of compulsory education. The seoond deals
with the essenoe and oontent of bailie education.

Part 1 of the dooument reviews some principles and fundameatalfaotors
in compulsory education and indicates the difficulties faced by Egypt in
endeavouring to extend the term of oompulsory education. It further, points
to some deficiencies in the present statue of primary and preparatory
schools and proposes remedies for them. An estimate is made of the volume
of future requirements if the term of compulsory education is extended to
the proposed number of years.
In the same part, a review is made of the recommendations adopted by
the National Council of Education on the proposed number of years added
to oompulsory education and on the Educational Administration, the
teachers in the new cl7pulsory stage and the manner in which these
teachers are trained.
The second part deals with the conoept, function and philosophy of basic
education in Egypt. It underlines the need for developing the systems and
methods of general education, adding that such development has its bearing
on the extension of compulsory years.
As to the practical application of educational methods, the document
said that the educational institution in its new set-up should exert
every effort to improve the performance of its duties through creating
practical and technological fields and emphasising training. An indication
is given of the manner in which the necessary equipment and educational
aids may be provided.

9
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This part of the

doetuient went on to describe the innovations introduoed
under the proposed basic education plan, such as the open day practice.
More details were given on the open day to ensure its successful tunotioning.
Teachers, technicians and headmasters taking part in the open door practice
should receive training programa; in order to realise the aims contemplated
from this experiment.

The training of basic education teachers is also covered in this part of

the document.
In conclusion, the document reproduced the National Council's reccomendao
tions on the educational programmes, teacher training and basic education
school buildings.

APPendioes on the

term of ocapoisory education in some countries and on
the cost per unit in general and technical education schools are given at
the end of the document.

ainD

PSYCHOLOGY.

?Mad, Stivayya Ahmed, "Psychology and Mild Culture", ('Ilm AlIlafa
Wa-Thanatat Al- Tifl), Cairo, The 44110-2gYPtian DeokeneP, 1979, 105 Pages,
14.

This book falls into an introduction and seven chapters.
In her introduction, the author explained the differenoe between an oral
lecture and a written text and indicated the relation between psychology
and child oulture saying that this relation should be considered t.
students of psychology.

In the first chapter, the author dealt with the concept of culture and
described cultural accomplishments in the Egyptian environment.
Chapter 2 deals with the predominant oonoept of children and adolescent
culture.

The third

chapter explains the requieites in those
cultural development of youngsters.

who supervise the

the author emphasised that educators should absorb
facts of psychology in order that they would ltd themselves and

In Chapter 4,

the
the
children they teach better. Here, she dealt with man's personality growth,
Personality criteria of normal and mature man, man's needs and motivations
of Litman behaviour.

10
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The fifth chapter is
man and culture.

concerned with studying the dynamic

relation between

Chapter 6 deals with the need for translating psychological information
into practices.

In the, seventh and last

chapter, the author explained acme fundamental
methodological prinolplee which educators should take into consideration

when children frequent historical sites or public gardens.
QIID unsixuaxNa
El -Has,

15.

Ni°81am, "Traffic School for Youngster." (Nadrasah 14-teurur

Al-Sighaar), ttmeAkhbee newspaper, 27th Year, Issue
1979)

No. 81100, (May 17,

P. 12.

created in
collaboration between the Egyptian Ministry of Inteitor, LEM OrganisaThis article deals with a new traffic school for children
tion and El-Shams Club.

This school comprises six units and is mainly concerned with teaching
youngsters the rules of smooth driving of oars and bicycles and also
teaching them how to drive with the aid of electronic devices.

in the

school include a hall for projecting
Other facilities contained
filer and a children. library containing, lilLt_er 11_,ft maps of Cairo
streets and squares for the benefit of youngsters learning to drive

for

the first time.

writer called for opening, branches of this
Egyptian aciVententee

Concluding her article, the

+Amine school in all

Primary Stage.

.
16.

El-Oftwli, laugh Pond, °Se Patient with Children

in the Primary

p.37-

Stage°, (Rifqan Bil-Atfaal fil-Marhalah Al-Ibtidainfah, ), °A1-Akhkar°
newspaper, 27th Yeti., Issue No. 8368, (April 10, 1979),

At the beginning of her article, the writer described certain characteristics which are Peculiar to the Egyptian child as cowered to other
children.

11
f
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Dealing with primary school children, She described the manner in which
these children are treated and explained how the requirements of each

age group are fulfilled. Here, the writer emphasised the need for giving
due consideration to the individual differences between children and also
for applying a policy of reward and punishment.
As regards punishment, the writer pointed

to the proper method

schools should adopt, adding that in all its acts,

the school

which

should

exercise firmness and wisdom.

article, she

Concluding her
mentioned some directives on how to deal with
Problematic children and utilise their excess energy in something useful,
giving examples obtained from the classrooms themselves.

Spheres
17.
"Ideas and Proposals Dealing
of the International Child's Yea?,

with Different Fields on the Occasion
(Afkaar Wa Muqtarahaat fi Mukhta/af

Al-Majaleat Hi-Mumsebat 'Um
Childhood, "The 1979 Child's Year",
pp 13-16.

Al-Daw11), Supreme Council of
('Alm Al-Tifl 1979), Cairo, 1979,

Divided into five parts, this article deals with the plans

for the International. Child's Year.

contemplated

Part 1 deals with the steps to be taken for publishing more children's
books, establishing children's libraries in clubs and opening nurseries.
with the role of
Programmes, the home and the school
in developing and rationalising reading habits among children.

It, further, deals

st

The second section explains the efforts to be exerted in the field of
dramatics. It shows the importance of producing plays for childret and
organising contests in dramatic writings in which adults and youngsters
take part.

In the third part, plans for exploiting leisure time and holidays are
discussed. These include: picnics, games, sports, musical performances,
exhibitions and visits by children to villages.
The fourth part is concerned with suggestions on the hobbies to be developed
smonS.children, especially idlers local raw material obtained !ran the
particular environment is used in such hobbies. The role of clubs
and schools in organising recreational programmes and promoting love
for knowledge among children is expounded in this part.
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The fifth and last part deals with the role of research institutes in
earrAng out surveys and studies on children in the course of the
Child's Year. Research Centers and Institutes are expected to carry out
surveys on children's problems and on the proper approach to their eduoareconsider
tion and health care. These organizations are also expected
the values presented to children to insure that they correspond to society's
aims.

to

CHILDHOOD
Care
18.
Soliman, 'Abdul 'Axis, "Our Children Are a National Wealth and Must
be Protected", (Atfaaluna Marvel% Qaimiiyyah Yajibu Himayatuha), "AlGurabouriYah" newspaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9252, (April 28, 1910,

p. 5.

Cementing on the problems of childhoOd in Egypt, the writer said that
any approach to solving these problems should consist of integrative and
comprehensive measures based on a thorough understanding-of- the present

status of

childhood.

He then emphasized the need for confronting the problems of childhood as
to quality and size with due consideration to the social and geographic
distribution of children in Egypt and the State's role in oaring for
pregnant women and spreading nurseries

in rural areas.

was advanced by the writer calling for the establishment of
school nurseries throughout the country and enumerating the advantages
the State and to childhood if such suggestion was adopted.

A suggest:1bn

to

Concluding his article, the writer underlined the need for providing
including preventive medical care.

adequate care to children in Egypt,

Concept - Achievements

twin, Mus.aad, "The Concept of Childhood in the Egyptian Society",
(Mal'hum Al-Tufulah fil-Muitemat Al-Misri), "Al-Ahram" newspaper, 105th
Year, Issue No. 33804, (June 30, 1979), P. 5.
19.
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Following an introduction on the attention historioally paid by the
Egyptian Society to children and en the significance attached to the word
"child" in the Egyptian ruril society, the writer reproduced the pertinent
Articles in the 1971 Constitution dealing with child-care and development
of children's talents.
He then described the kinds of interest shown by the State in Children,
emphasising the role played by the special organisation on child -care
recently.
Dealing with information media and how they understand the concept of
childhood, the writer said that any programmes addressed to an audience
of children should specify the exact age group or educational level
desired.
Reviewing the Ministry of Education's endeavours in the field of child-care,
the writer described the stem taken in the primary stage and the plans
laid for transforming primary education into tonic education.
Finally, the writer talked on the Supreme Council of Childhood and its
role in coordinating the activities of the various governmental and nongovernmental bodies engaged in chillimd.

CHI1DREN'S BOOKS
20. Biker, Hussein, "The Child: This Tiny Creaturell), "Al-Akhbar"
newspaper, 27th Year, Issue No. 8383, (April 27, 1979), p. 12.

in

After describing the wave of interest
the problems of childhood created
by reason of the International Child's Year, the writer focussed on the
books designed for children and the manner in which they should be produced
as to their shape, sire and subject- matter, arguing that the child discovers
the world through books.
He said that books should emphasise the elements of attractiveness and
interest, whether in their shape or in their content, mentioning by way
of example some defects occasioned in the present books intended for
children in Egypt, especially as to art production.
After reviewing the efforts currently exerted, which mark the beginning
of serious interest in this aspect of child culture, the writer reported
that some writers, artists, publishers and printing houses are now
producing new sets of children's books.
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1

He himself being an artist, the writer emphasised the role of art work
in ohildren's books and explained that some gradual. process should be
observed in illustrations to correspond and respond to the needs of each
age group.
*

In conolusion, he recounted some of the views expressed in a symposium
organised by the Committee on Child Culture of the Supreme Council, of
Arts and Literature oncoming the material to be offered to the Egyptian
child.

Montasser, Ismaili., He Writes, You Buy, but what Does the Child
Read?", (Hum Yaktub, Wa-Anta Tashtari, Wal-Tiff, Masa Yaqraa?), "October"
magazine, 3rd Year, Issue NO. 131, (April 29, 1979), Pp. 60-62.
21.

The aim of this article is to draw attention to the importance of children's
books and to emphasise the need for improving their aeadquio level especially
that today's children are more mentally sophisticated than those of
yesterday, owing to the impact of information media, T.V. series and
scientifio developments reported by the press.
.

After drawing a comparison between the child in the present generation
and his counterpart in the former generation, the writer said that the
stories and tales which appeal to the limier are completely different
from those which were appealing to the latter. He also compared the
prevalent family circumstances in both mentions and showed how the
minds of today's children have been influenced tq rapid change.

suitability

of children's books, he made
In an attempt to detennine the
analytical
review
and
evaluation
of
books
recently added to the Egyptian
An
child library.

Concluding hie artiole, the writer Stated some guidelines for the benefit
of those who wish to write for children on the book's oontent, production,
printing and illustrations.

Production
22.

Naguib, Aimed, " Production of Children's Books", (Intaaj Kutub AlAtfaal), Cairo, Egyptian General Book Organisation, 1979, 19 pages.

- Paper presented to the 1979 Regional Symposium on the problems of
production and distribution of Arabio books held in Cairo between March
29 and April 3, 1979.
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As mozitiond in its introdustion, Ws paper nine at reviewing the
present status of children's books and indicating the need for a clear,
effective and well-studied policy for putting out children's books which
would serve the desired objectives.
In developing his subject, the writer reviewed detailed statistics on
children's books issued over the ten years' period of 1959/0 by the
Egyptian General Book Organisation as well as the books published in
15 years between 1960 and 1975. He classified these books sounding to
their subjects.
He then indicated the ratio between children's books and the global books
issued by Publishing houses between 1977 and 1978, then assessed children's
books quality-wise on the basis of a survey lade in school libraries to
determine their suitability to children in primary schools. Hero, the
writer paused to analyse the data obtained from his survey and to point
to the shortcomings depicted in some types of children's books.

lie, further, reviewed sane of the obstacles occasioned in patting out
books for ah i]dren and pointed to suggested solutions deemed adequate for
overcoming these obstacles.
Concluding his paper, the writer advanced a prgotioal and clear out-plan
envisaged for gutting the propoeed solutions and suggestions into practice.

Trends
Nagtaib, Ahmed, "Contemporary Trends in Children's Books", (Ittijahaat
Nu sassirsh ft Kutub Al-Atfaalj, Cairo, National Center for Educational
Research, 1979, 70 pages.

Pollowing an introduction on the

extent of ogre extended to childhood by
advanced countries in general and developing countries in particular, the
author gave a historical account of the stories originally written fo
adults but which became extremely popular among children.
He then described the impact of cultural, scientific and technological
Progress on children's books and discussed the limits within which the
element of imagination may be manipulated inn children's literature, saying
that imagination should be purified from any horrifying effect.
Describing the contemporary atmosphere in the world, the author said
that it Ms its bearing upon both the form and content of stories. He
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questioned

the place occupied by stories in children's

interviewed rose adults and ebildren on this point.

literature and

After classifying children's stories into three categories, the author
reviewed the position of ohildren's books in Egypt from the beginning of
the 19th Century and till this day.
Concluding his book, the author dealt with the problems of writing stories
to children and gave praotical solutions for insuring the availability
of children's stories on the local market.

Writing

24, Naguib, Ahmed, "Children's Hooke, (Kutub Al.Atfsal), Cairo,

Center

of Child Culture, Ministry of Culture, 1979, 25 pages.
Following a historical synopsis on

children's books and the most popular
stories written for 'Andrea in international literature in penal and
in Arabic and Egyptian literature in particular, the writer explained the
traditional trends which dominated obildren's literature throughout
history.

He then referred to the modern and contemporary trends in children's
literature and described the informative books put out
the benefit Of
children in which emphasis is laid on art week and interesting presentation.

for

Dealing with Arabic eneyoloptedias intended for children, the writer
reviewed each one of them, pointed to the subjects covered by each and
mentioned in what respects they differ from other encyclopaedias. He,
further, mentioned their respsotive publishers and the number of volumes

comprised)* each.
Turning to illustrated books, whose main concern is pictures and /illustrations, the writer indicated the type of children to whom these books
appeal, He, then, dealt with children's books which feature poetry,
imaginary scientific situations and technology as well as books based on
detective stories or puzzles, observing that the latter category of books
have acquired large readership among children, particularly in their
late childhood. Supporting statistics obtained in 1977 and 1978 indicated
the increasing sate of readerabip of such books among Egyptian children.
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In conclusion, he dealt with the books currently issued in Egypt for
Children and reviewed the pertinent criteria for evaluating them both
from the educational, psychological and literary aspects and from the
aspects of technical production and printing.

CIII1DREN'S =SURE
Reports

apt

25. Naguib, Ahmed, "Report on Caldron's Culture in
", (Tagreer
'an Thagafat AlAtfaal fi Misr), Cairo, National Council of Education's
Committee on Child Care and Family Education, 1979, 19 pages.

This report is concerned with the child's culture in Egypt.
It began with an attempt at defining the concept of child culture as a
mode of life in a giveh society, then explained how such mode would be
expressionistic of the child's characteristics in each stage of growth.
Child's culture should help children fulfill their needs and descries
with the framework of lofty values and ideals.
The report then discussed the scope of cultural work with children,
pointing to the need for trained experts who could rela culture in a
proficient manner, the responsibilities they assume in such work and the
tools, used in the pertonoance of their task.
MoVing to the present situation of child culture, the report reviewed the
accomplishments made in printing children's books, both as to quantity and
to quality, the place of such books in school libraries, the suitability
Of children's books to children below age; the magasines issued for
children, the radio and TV programmes for children, the theatrical and
cinema shows designed for children, the activities of "culture palaces"
and ohildren's clubs and, lastly, the toys tabrioated for children. The
report also pointed to the deficiencies in the foregoing activities,
strewing the waiter proper mare in everything connected with children.
Dealing with the future of children's culture in Egypt, the report said
that a special agency should be set up to assume full responsibility of
making comprehensive planning for promoting children's culture. The proposed
agency should enjoy the prerogatives of planning, coordinating and
pursuance in order to insure its gull adequacy.
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In conclusion, the report appended an ontaniSational chart of the
proposed agency indicating, as well, the inter-relations between the agency
and ail other agencies engagot in children's affairs in Egypt.

COINSHENSIVE MEANIES
Curriculum
ouCurri lune, 0141aktabah
and
revised by Medhat Woo,
Berakat
Cairo, The Association of School Libraries, 1979, 240 pages.

26. Barakat,
41.-Shamilah

n

ve I+i

This book consists of eight chapters

and

three appendices.

Chapter 1 explains the conoept of a ccoprehensivs library and reviews
the developments undergone by such.concept and the meaning of comprehensiveness and integration in this type of libraries.
The second chapter deals with the developments undergone by the concept
of curriculum and the educational bases for the relationship between the
comprehensive library and curriculum.
In the third chapter, the author explained the concept of maps media and
elaborated on the role of the educational broadcasts, language laboratories,
educational films and television and school Journalism as part of the
educational process.
The fourth chapter is concerned with learning, its theories and the role
of the comprehensive library in improving learning.
Chapter 5 defines t4e educational aims of the comprehensive library
the technical and educational duties of its librarian.

and

The kixtb chapter describes the methods of classification and cataloguing
of the edueatior"1 aids contained in the oomprehensive library.
In the seventh chapter, the author dealt with the psychological bases for
acquiring skillaandthe principles observed in the preparation of
comprehensive reference maternal.
The eighth and last chapter is devoted to the teaching of curriculum
in the comprehensive library, the methods of 000peration between the teacher
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and the librarian in alms and the exemplary procedure for the preparation
of comprehensive reference material for a given school subject.
The book ended with three appendices, the first of which contains
circulars on the comprehensive library, the second consists of slogans and
catch phrases on the library and curriculum and the third and last
appendix consists of an English/Arabia glossary of the tense dealing with

the comprehensive library.

A list of bibliographical material in Arabic and foreign languages
consulted by the author in compiling his book follows.

ESMOORACY OF EDUCATION
27.

Ahmed, Null Saleh, ''Democracy and Education', (Al-DemoqratiFish
Varied numbering

Wal-Tarbiyah), Cairo, The AnElo-Egyptian Sookehop, 1979,

of Mee.

- Educational Research Series

No03.

Following an introduction on the challenges facing the Arab World today
and the imPaot of democracy of education on democracy in general and on
the methods for preserving such a democracy, the author reviewed the
contents of her book which comprise four researches, all of which are
reviewed in this volume of Seleoted Bibliography.
The first research is entitled "Evolution of the Democratic Thought in
Different Societies and its Impact on Education".

is

The second research
concerned with a field study of the democracy of
primary, preparatoiT
education in the stages of general education
and secondary) in Egypt.

(i.e.

The third-research is on the one - class school, the developments it has

undergoat 3n

AIM and its relation to democracy of education.

The fourth and last research is devoted
rural education in the Sudan as a means

to a review of the experiment of
for applying demooracy of educa-

tion.
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General

Education - Field Studies

Abroad, Nash. Rash, '!Field Survey
Edueatiqn in
of theDirasah Maidantyyah
LtEducation in
Demopratiyyat
fi Marahell-Telleem Al-lAtemt fi Misr),
2&3.

kW,

keit

Were,

Angle- Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, 118 Mesh

- Educational Research Series No. 3 on

Democracy and

Same writer.

Education -

by the

As e.nintroduction to her survey, the author reviewed the Chlinoterietiell
of the Egyptian society and indicated to what extent to Egyptian people
care for freedom and democracy.

Theh followed a review of the topic under discussion, in which the author
indicated its importance and explained her method and plan of research
and the tools utilised in developing her survey. She also reviewed the
questionnaire used and described the sample selected for the purpose of

this survey.

Moults obtained tram this survey ar .1 vided into

three parts, all
dealing with the three stages or eduoatia, i.e. primary, preparatory and
secondary.
Part 1 is concerned with data of a general nature on summer schools and
their personnel.
The second part deals with the relationship between democracy in education
and classrooms (spaciousness, cleanliness, ventilation and lighting),
school desks and whether they are comfortable, school campus and whether
it is adequately spacious and *tether full use is made of it and, lastly,
extra-curricular activities.
titrt 3 reviews the results obtained on the home and indicates the
relationship between democracy in education and the parents' cultural
standard, the family's home and income, the Quality of feed served to
pupils, the school's accessibility and the help a pupil receives at home
in all stages of education (i.e. primary, preparatory and secondary).

The survey ended with an outline and it commentary dealing with the
relationship between democracy of education and the possibilities
available in model schools sad schools charging tuition fees as to
qualified teachers, laboratories, equipper*, possibilities In classMidi and on the campus and diversity of parents.
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The iueetriomnatres eirou.lated among school prinolpils and headmasters is
rePrOduced in the appen4SX together with a bibliogoaphioal list of Arabic
aM foreign books consulted by the author in the preparation of her survey.

Schools with One Single Class
One -Glees School and DissociaAt 29. Ahmed, Nasli Saleh, "T1
(Al-Nadrasah Eat Al-Duel Al-thihed Wa-Demogratlyyst
The AM:am-Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, 258 pages.

-Educational Research Series No. 3 on Deemeracy and Education
same writer.

tp.ionh,

by the

This research is concerned with the new system of education now being
experimented in Egypt known as the was -class school.
The writer began with an introduction in which she explained the spas
sought from this research, the method utilised in developing it and the
tools used in carrying it out.
Dealing with one -close schools in the light of tree and popular education,

the writer reviewed the Mier problems *ion justified the introduction
of this system of education. These problems are: the volume of dropouts,
the volume of population explosion and the volume of illiteracy. She
explained the impact of the oneolass school on such problems and
described the functions this type of school is expected to perform.
The writer then expounded, the philosophy of one -class soboids and pointed
to the type of teacher who could absorb such philosophy, the type of
pupils enrolled in each class, the number of pupils and the kind of
text books used.

She also described the methods of teaching and examinations, ourrioula
and extra-ourrioulAr aotivittes and study plans observed in eme-eimms
schools, following which she reneged the actual status of these schools
in the school years 1975/76 and 197677.

The research ended with a summary of and momentary on its contents.
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1124CORAPHIC EDUCATZOM

Guides
30. 'Abdul Hakim Mehaped Sethi, "Teacher's Guide to Demographie Education",
(Daleel
filTarbiyah Al-auklonlyysh), by Mohamed ftbhi 'Abdul

Hakim

et M.,

Cairo, Population and Pani13, Press. 1979, 95 Mac

In an intseduotion to this Guide, the authors explained the duty of thi
Ministry of Education in assuming the major task of building men and
providing there with knowledge and skills. They indicated the importance
of familiarizing citisens with their country's resources and explained.
the role of education in helping citisens understand the oirounotanees and
Problems of their-environment..

The text of the book

Sonora

in' eleven chapters.

Chapter I explains the concept of eduaatten.and the role of
in realising the aims of education.

school curricula

The second chapter deals with the concept of demoipaphio ;e1 cation,
explains its aims and describes the role of the school in realising them.
In _-Chapter_ 3, the .authors explained the trends of population growth in

_

Egypt and the economio and social consequences of the population problem,
Chapter -4 deals with the concepts of demeoracy, family like, mu tiplioatlon

and child birth, *way planning and environmental theories.
The fifth ohapter is ooneerned with the fields of demographio education
within the context of school ourrioula in the primary, preparatory and
secondary stages as well as in teacher training colleges.
Chapter 6 sets model lessons of civics for each of the foregoing. stages
while the seventh chapter deals with environmental studies
within. the framework of demographio education.

.0 education,

The eighth chapter deals with the teaching of edema which have
bearing an demographio education.
Chapter 9 deals with Islamic religious education and its role in the
teaching a family and demographio courses. A review is made of model
lessons taught in the various stages of educatiqp.
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The tenth chapter
subjects eorAneetst with demographic education
inferred from Christianity.
The eleventh and last chapter reviews the Ministry of Education's role
in confronting the population Problem in Egypt.

Teacher's Ouides

tiathematios = Primary Schools

32. Al..ghalkha

11,1-8eyyed Ahmed, "A Tiler's Outdo to the Mathematics
the 3
o.Education

of

Year Primary , Daleel Al-Mu ellis fil-Tarbiyah Al-Sukkanlyyah 111Riyadinat ,min Al -Sett Al-Awmal bate .A13aff A1-3adis min Al-Marhalah
Al.-Ebtidaiyyah), by 818ayied Ahmed Al-Shaikh and Mohamed El-Sayyed
Janda, Cairo, Agency of family Planning and lopmlatien
with the
Ministry of Education, 1979, 47 Isles {Series of Teacher's Outdo' to

Environmental and Demographic Educaticnh
Following a general. introductionenthe population problem in Egypt and
the impact of population growth on the sooloieeenomic development Plana*
the authors pointed to the duty of the Etats in checking this problem.
Speaking of the relation between mathematics and demogrophic education*
the
imasined the steps which should be taken in order to incorporate demeamphie subjects into the mathematics curricula from the first
to the third year primary. They cited, by way of example, same exordium

=UMs

and mathemstioe.1 problems dealing with dewograPhie ednoettitem *Lob away be

included in the counting operation from 1 to 10 and in other operations
such as substrmetion and addition, sequence of figures, addition
euhatenetion of numbers consisting of three and tour figures, multiPlioation
and division, study of large numbers, arrangement of numbers and comparison

as

of large' numbers.

In addition, the document contained directives to teachers on teaching
methods together with acme activities suggested to accompany the teaching
process.

D8OP01113 IN PRIMARY S

"Dropouts in the Primary Stage'', (A1-"Pasarrub fildiarhalah AlIbtidaiyyah), a held Study, "Al-Rayed" megasine, 24th Year, Issue No.
(June 1979), PP 13-15.
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Ibis survey oomplements an earlier study published in the same periodical.
It began with &critical survey of all previous research on the problem of
dropouts in primary schools then described the steps taken in carrying
out this survey, including the selection of a sample from the Governorates
of Sharklyyab and Dagahlfyyah, the aims sought from undertaking this survey
and the steps involved in compiling data.
Recommendations reached by the writer carrying out this research include
suggestions for checking dropouts, such as establishing additional. classrooms to absorb them, providing them with a school meal, developing curricula
to make theism' appealing and issuing the necessary legislations insuring
proper school administration and teaching methods.

A final recommendatioadials with the opening of vocational training centers
in the different Governorates.

ECONOMICS CURRICULA
Teaching Methods - Commercial Secondary Schools
..!Abdul

"A modern-method-for-Teaching -Economics -in the--

Commercial Seconds* school", (Golub Hadith Li-Tadrees Naddat
mil-Madrasah Al-Thanawlyyah Al-Tijartyyal) Noirasaat Wa-Duhuth", (Studies
and Research), Vol. 2, Issue No. 1, (May 1979), pp 119-126.
Having described the present position occupied by the subject of economics
in the curricula of the commercial secondary school, explained the methods
used in teaching it and indicated the manner in which pupils studying this
subject are evaluated, the writer said that the foregoing factors have
resulted in undermining the functional value of this course and, indeed,
have been detrimental to the course.
se then said that in teaching economics, individual differences between
pupils must be taken into consideration. This, in.his opinion, helps pupils
assimilate economic theories. He, then, described some practical steps for
teaching economics and for promoting the comprehension of economic concepts.
The writer, further, reviewed the economic concepts with which pupils in
the commprcial secondary school should become familiar and described the
different approaChes to the teaching of economics in American general
schools.
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In conclusion, the writes summarised his N.A. and Ph.D. dissertations
submitted to the Faculty of Iducationt'Ain Shams University in which he
elaborated on the proper methods of teaching economic courses in commercial
secondary schools.
A bibliography of foreign reference material is given at the end of the
article.

EDUCATION
Accomplishments

A.R.B.

34.
'Abdul Maqsud, Mohamed 111-W id, "A Glance at tbe &Awl State of
Education in Egypt", Womb ila WOO' Al-Ta'leem fi Misr), "Sahifat
Al-Terbi eh", (Magazine of Education), 31st Year, Issue No. 3, May 1979),

pp

.49.

The writer began his article with a review of the basip principles and
future trends of the educational. 'movement in Egypt.
He then reviewed the policy of education as -embodied in the plan devised
by the Ministry of Education in the light of the future trends.

Moving to education in Egypt quantity-wise, the writer said that statistics
are outspoken in indicating the efforts exerted and still being exerted to
realise full absorption of pupils in schools. Sere, he reviewed some
statistics on the number of pupils enrolled in the first year primary and
their ratio to children under school *prim 1968/69 through 1977/78.
He, further, mentioned the number of pupils obtaining their prism, school
certificates as compared to the number of pupils enrolled in the first
year primary and explained his method in ideating statistical data.

The
and
the
for

writer then talked on the problem of waste in educational endeavour
showed how it relates to the problem of full absorption. et also mentioned
problem of dropouts, explained its causes and called for rapid solutions
the problems of waste and dropouts.

Dealing with caapulsory education, be said that compulsion should be
extended to higher stages of education in order that waste say be minimised.
Here, beipoted statistical data on the number of pupils admitted in the
Preparatory stage and their ratio to the total receplents of the primary
certificate in recent years.
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Moving to secondary education, the writer described its various types and
- mentioned the number of pupils obtaining the preparatory certificate who
joined the general and technical types of secondary education. In this

connection, MME, some suggestions on the development and diversification
of secondary education to satisfy the country's economic development needs.
In conclusion, he stressed the importance of emphasizing quality in education
side by side with MantitY.

Development
Soliman, 'Abdul 'Aziz, "Thus the Educational Revolution Is nealizer,
(Hakim Tatahaqqaq Al-Thawrah Al-Talleeminah) "Al-Gushourirah" newspaper,
26th Year, Issue No. 9273, (May 19, 1979),p. 5.
35.

Atter stating that education should be provided to all children in a given
nation, the writer explained the role of schools in creating craftsmen,
technologists or academicians within the required numbers.
He then explained the function of educational machineries and schools in
spreading general culture among these categories and bridging the gap
between them.
Other roles or education are played in eradicating illiteracy, propagating
family planning and raising the family's standard of social and health
consciousness.
Concluding his article, the writer advanced same suggestions on the
establishment of environmental schools to act as training center's for
adults and craftsmen and the establishment of academic institutes and
central institutes for rare fields of specialization.

36. Qotb. Youssef Salahuddin, "Concerning the Development and Modernisation
of Education in Egypt ", (Emile Tatweer Wa-Tandeeth Al-Teloem fi Misr),
"Sahifat hi-TerbiYah". iMagasine of Education), 31st Year, Issue No. 3,

'flay 1979), pp 3.5.

In this article the writer reviewed the working paper on the development
of education in Egypt released by the Ministry of Education in which it
called upon all those interested in reforming education to subscribe his
views on the necessary changes for updating educational techniques on
sound basis.
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The writer, further, reviewed the details contained in the paper and the
questions raised as to educational alms* philosophy, techniques and
material and human needs.
He also mentioned that the paper has given an analytical reconsideration
of the present status of education in Egypt and related the obstacles
hindering any change or renovation.
Concluding his article, the writer defined the role expected to be played
by teachers, the Association of Teaching Professions, the National Council
for Educational. Research and 'Ain Shams University's Center for Developing
Science Teaching in contributing towards the required development with the
aim of putting education of the sound track.

37.
'Abdullah, Kaki* "Educational Sends: A Step leotards Remedying the
Wrong Done by Schools", (Sukuk
Khutwah 161.-Islaah ma Afsadathu
Al-Madares), "Al-Ahram* newspaper, 10Sth Year, Issue No. 33790, Mute 16,
1979), P. 7.

The writer began his article saying that the standard of education in
Egypt has become phenomenally low. Private tutoring and unplanned expansion
of free education have been instrumental in bringing about such phenomenon,
he added.
In the opinion of the writer, the solution for this problem lies. in his
suggested "educational bonds ", whereby parents would assume the expenses
involved in perfecting the present inadequate system of education. Once the
system of education has been perfected, no need to private tutoring would
arise, doing away with the expenses entailed and currently paid by parents.

The writer then explained the practical steps involved in realising his
suggested "educational bonds".
Moreover, the writer proposed a method whereby schools and teachers may be
assessed at the end of each school year. Schools obtaining fine results
would be entitled to increased budgetary allocations. Schools failing to
obtain satisfactory results should be approached correctively..

38. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, "(Proposed) Plan for Developing and
NOderelided EdeOatien in Rent", tihuttat Al-Taharruk (A3.4tuqtarahah)

Liatweer Na.ofehdeeth Ai-ises fi Misr), Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister
of Education, 1979, 6 pages

an appendix.
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This working paper deals with the proposed plan for developing and modernizing education in Egypt.
It begins with a review of the principles underlying the proposed plan and
describes the organizational structure of eight working groups entrusted
with the task of effecting such development.
These groups are:

The first group is responsible for building a structure of education in
Egypt.
Group 2 is entrusted with studying all types of non-systematic education
activities and ensuring their integration with systematic education,
including all programmes for eradicating illiteracy and promoting training.
The third group is concerned with educational content, principles of
establishing and developing curricula, teaching methods, utilization of
educational techniques, systems of examination and evaluation.
Group 4 is responsible for the training and qualification of all those
engaged in the educational process, whether teachers or educational leaders
and at any level.
The-fifth working group is entrusted with school buildings and equipment.
The sixth is concerned with social, athletic, cultural and art extracurricular activities.
The seventh working group is responsible for studying the facilities
required for caring for handicapped and gifted pupils, including health

and social ChM
The eighth group is entrusted with studying all aspects of educational
research, including system development, educational renovation systems,
experimentation and the like.
A principal cemmittee, to which a technical secretariat is attached, will
supervise and coordinate the work of the specialized committees. POrmation
and functions of the principal committee are described in the working

Mar.
A proposed organizational chart covering the entire set-up of working
groups is attached.
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!pact on Social Peace
39. 121»rigi, mustafa, "The Problem of Social Peace in Egypt", (2adiyyat
AI-Silas AlIjtimei fi Misr), "A14-Ahram" newspaper, 105th Year, issue
No. 33766, (June 12, 19792,p. 7.-

following an introduction on the need for safeguarding the internal front
in Egypt solid and strong, the writer showed the impact of social and
political peace on such solidarity, then explained the meaning of political
peace and said that democracy is the sole guarantee for a strong and solid
internal front.
Dealing with crimes of encroachment on social peace, the writer said that
such crimes must be checked and explained the manner in which this aim
could be attained.
H e then talked on wars indicated the evils suffered by the Egyptian people
as a result of them, saying that wars have been responsible for the features
of passiveness from which the Egyptian society is complaining. In this
connection, he highlighted the role of education in wiping out such passive
features through developing educational Programoss, inculcating modern
values in the hearts and souls of children and developing the peoples
conscience. Proper upbringing would set good examples 'worthy of imitation,
he added.
In conclusion, the writer explained the role of social scientists and
behaviourists in introducing modern alternatives for the outdated values
prevalent in the Egyptian society.

Islamic Personality

'Othman, rayed Ahmed, "Social Meesonsibility and Maim Personality", 01-11aMotilylah Abajthielyyth Wal-Shakissilfrah
tional
AlfNuslimah
Nalsi
h Tarbamtyyah), Cairo, The AnglogierPtiso
40.

Bookshop, 1979, 311 pages.

This book consists of six sections.
The first section deals with the nucleus and characteristics of the Islamic
personality and reviews its general features such as distinction, positiveness
in life and open heartedness to other people. The section, further,
explains the features of the social aspect in the Islamic personality.
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In the second section, the author dealt with the elements and premises of
social responsibility in Islam.
The third section is concerned with the relation between education and
the society and the manner in which social responsibility is fostered in
the Islamic personality. me explained the meaning of fostering social
responvibility and pointed to the role of the school and other social
institutions in this respect.
Section four deals with, the milieu in which social responsibility is
fostered in the Islamic personality and explains the role played by love
and sports in developing such responsibility among Muslim youngsters. Re
also indicated the milieu's role in directing the Islamic personality
and promoting emotions, mutual understanding and social responsibility
in the Mello personality. In this connection, he pointed to vole of verbal
education processes and of participation and *Nomunion in developing social
responsibility.

Sections 5 and 6 elaborate on the points mentioned in the preceding sections.

The book ends with a bibliographical list of the Arabic and foreign references
consulted by the author in compiling his data as well as two appendices, one
containing a research on the psychological and social aspect of social
responsibility while the second contains a psychological study on social
responsibility in Islam.

EDUCATION AND DEMOCRATIC THOUGHT
Development
Ahmed, Nazli-Sed.eh, "
u .n f Democratic Thought in Different
wwur
ikr Al-Demoqrati
So
on EduNati
Nujtasta° eat Mukhtalifah Na-Atharuhu 'ala Al- Taxbiyah), Cairo, The
Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, 57 pages.
41.

- Educational Research Series No. 3 on Democracy and Education - by the
same writer.
In an introduction to her research, the author explained why study of evolution is necessary for determining the rates at which democracy of education
is influenced by policy trends in the different states.
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After stating the problem under discussion, the writer indicated its
importance and explained the aims sought from this research, the tools,
plans and methods used in developing it and the concept of democracy. She
then explained the developments through which democracy of education has
passed.
Dealing with the concept of humanism, the writer indicated how this concept
was perceived by Indians, ancient Greeks, Hebrews, pre-Islamic Arabs,
post-Islamic Arabs and Europeans and explained the relationship between
democracy and education on the.one hand and democracy and equal educational
opportunities on the other.'
Moving to democracy and education in Islam, the writer described the
impact exercised by Islam on the society and the philosophy of educational
democracy as conceived by Islam. In this connection, she defined the contents
of democracy and showed how they reflect on the respect to the individual
human being, the adoption of education as a system of government in
communities, the provision of equal opportunities, the belief in human
intelligence, individual differences and inter-relations and ocimunications
and the adoption of the scientific process in thinking as basis for dealings,
She then reviewed the educational conditions in Egypt under Mohamed Ali
Pasha, Ibrahim Pasha, Khedive Abbas I, Khedive Ismail, Khedive Tewfik and
the British occupation showing to what extent democracy in education was
realized and indicating how world Mar I and the 1923 Constitution influenced
education in Egypt from a democratic point of view.
In conclusion, the author described the role played by the successive
Ministers of Education Naguib El-Hilali, Taha Hussein and Ismail 814nbbani in
education in general and in democracy of education in particular.
AD.:put/ism of the research and a commentary on its findings follow.

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Developing Countries
42.
Nofal, Mohamed Nabil, "Educatio and Economic Development", (AlTa.leem Vial-Tanmiyah Al-Igtisadiyyah)., Cairo, The Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop,
1979, 185 pages.

Following an introduction on the changes effected by education in developing
communities, the writer divided his book into nine chapters.
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The first chapter deals tith the Problem of backwardness in developing
countries and indicates tho role these countries are expected to play in
order to keep pace with advanced countries.
Chapter 2 depicts the causes of backwardness and points to the means
whereby countries could overcome their backwardness.
In Chapter 3, the author explained the role of growth and development in
advanced and less advanced countries while in the fourth chapter he underlined the importance of the human element in any economic growth.
Chapter 5 is concerned with the difficulties facing anyone who attempts to
measure the economic value of education.
The sixth chapter is devoted to a study of the scientific and technological
revolution in the 20th Century and its impact an development, labour and
education.
In the seventh chapter, the author reviewed the role of manpower in
developing countries as well as the State's task in formulating a rational
policy for education and training.
Chapter 8 underlines the need for developing rural communities and cites
the justifications for such undertaking.
The ninth and last chapter is concerned with the problems of progress and
development.
In conclusion, the author reviewed the strategy of education and economic
development in the Third World.
A bibliographical list of references consulted by the author is appended to
the book.

EDUCATION AND FAN=
43.
Shahin, Mayy, "The Hama Comes before the University ", (Al -Vait qabl
Al-Jami'ah). "Al-Akhbar" newspaper, 27th Year, Issue No. 8384, (April 29,
1979), p. 12.

This article deals with the responsibility of the family towards child
upbringing and also towards the development of the child's ideas and
personality. It stresses the importance of guidance and orientation throughout all stages of growth, particularly the university stage.
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Dealing with the reported misbehaviour at WWII university students of
both sexes where religion was abused, the writer indicated how such
behaviour is viewed by religion and by the society and poi *ed to tha
influences under which students fall and behave in such manner.
In the opinion of the writer, responsibility for correcting such a behaviour
rests squarely with the society, educators and religious leaders.
Citing some other examples of child behaviour, she said that parents,
particularly the mother, are to blame for the appearance of any unhealthy
behaviour on the part of children adding that, in carrying out their duties,
they should inculcate healthy religious principles in their children from
their early childhood. In addition to teaching them how to pray and fast,
they should be brought up to love work, production and hdnest ways of
earning a living.
Concluding her article, she mentioned some guidelines for mothers in
dealing with children and implanting values and ideals deep in their souls.

44.
'Atallah, ' Atallah Iseeil, "How to Build the Egyptian Man and from
where to Start", Wadiyyat Simla Al -Insaan Al -Mtsri min ayna Tabdaa),
"Al -Ahram" newspaper, 105th Year, Issue No. 33749, (May 6, 1979), p. 7.

At the beginning of his article, the writer emphasized the importance of
building ihe Egyptian Man, indicated the role of the home and family in
such building and explained the obstacles which hindered the Egyptian
family from performing its duty in this respect.
After indicating how this situation reflected on the principles and concepts
of education in the Egyptian family and on the Egyptian personality, he
said that this has given rise to an individualistic trend in thinking.
The writer th.en dealt with the Egyptian family and how to relieve it of the
crippling factors disabling it from building the Egyptian Man. In this
connection, he stressed the need for creating a specialized agency that
would compile all ancient Egyptian heritage dealing with basics of education
and social upbringing, calling upon information media to perform their
role in this respect, requiring schools and universities to teach basics
of education and social upbringing and holding symposia by social groups
and sporting and rural clubs for discussing basics and concepts of the
new Egyptian education.
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EDUCATION AND PEACE
45. Hussein, Mansur, "Towards a New Education in the Era of Peace",
(Nahwa Tarbiyah Jadeedah fi Zill AlSalem). "Sahifat A114aktabah",
(Library Magazine), vol. 11, issue No. 2, (April 1979), pp 5-12.

As a prelude to his article, the writer said that some factors must be
taken into consideration in dealing with educational issues, namely:
that_education should be linked to life, that educational results should
be linked to the future and that education is inter-related with other
factors in the society.
After stating the reasons which give education such a leading position
in strategies of socio-economic development. be related the attempts at
reforming education, underlined the need for changing educational technology and focussed on the following points: the mounting demand on
education, the recognition of education as a factor of developmente'the
evolution of the concepts of educational planning, systems and policies
and the changes undergone by the concepts of war and peace.
The writer then indicated the requirements for reform and the future
steps to betaken to bring about such target. Se also reviewed the passive
elements which need to be eliminated as a prerequisite for the realisation
of the said target.
Concluding his article. he said that the points covered in it give rise
to vital educational issues which force themselves on the educational
system in the era of peace.

EDUCATION AND RELIGION

Aims
El-Shaal, Nahmoud El-Nabawi, "The Religion of Islam is the Basis
for Educational and cultural Progress", {Al -Dean AlIslami Asas Al-Taqaddum
Al-Tarbawi Wal-Eadaari), "sahifatAl-TerbivW. (Magazine of Education),31st
Year.
issue No. 3, OW' 1979), pp. 6-9.
46.

In this article, the writer reviewed the human values which are defended
and preached by the religion of Islam and concluded that the principles
propagated by Islam are most suitable for formulating a sound educational
policy in a truly civilized world.
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Dealing with humanity's spiritual, moral, social and political horitAgo.
the writer said that Islam has preserved all these values.

Addressing youngsters, the writer advised them to de;elop the spiritual
wealth they possess, pointing in this respect to the role of adults
in guiding and illuminating the youth and in implanting virtues in their
hearts so as to make them fully equipped to build a modern civilized
community under the principles of Islam.
Every advice made by the author was supplemented by citations from the
Holy Quraan preaching men to acquire more culture, understanding and
awareness.

EDUCATION AND SOCIETY
47.

Sadek, Mohamed El- Nusseini, "Responsibility fOr Education between
the Home, the School and the Society", (Masouliyyat Al-Tarblyah bayn
Fl -Bait Wal-Madrasah Wal-Mujtama'), "Al-Rayed" magazine, 24th Year,
Issue No. 2, (June 1979), pp 18-19.

After emphasizing the importance of education and indicating its impact
in preserving the basic characteristics of the society, the writer pointed
to thQ role of the family jointly with the school in this connection.
Drawing a comparison between education in the past and present; the writer
said that the school has a permanent role to play in stressing values in
the behaviour of the individual and the group. He went on to review some
activities which help pupils improve their conduct, particularly the
activities connected with religious education which are most instrumental
in bringing up children in an atmosphere of spiritual and ethical values.
Concluding his article, the writer_ indicated the vital task assumed by
the teddher'in offering knoWledie, sciences and guidance to pupils.

48. A.R.E., Supreme Council of Universities, "Education as Viewed by
the Egyptian Society", (Rouyat Al-Mujtama' Al-Misri Lil-Taileem),
Alexandria, Alexandria University, 1979, 6 pages.

- "Rebuilding Man in Egypt" series put out by Alexandria University.
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This essay deals with the developments undergone by the Egyptian society and
the changes experienced by education and refers to the quantitative and
qualitative progress realized by education. It also deals with the manner
in which ideas held by Egyptians on education and its aims are subjected to
re-consideration.
The essay, further, deals with some Important educational trends in the
elan society, the reaction of the Egyptian family to education in villages
and urban centers and the present switch to technical education. The effectiveness of university education, libraries and life as well as the programmes
of social welfare and cultural activities in universities are also studied
in this essay.
Special reference is-made to the manner in which Parents' Councils may take
part through the specialized machineries in provinces in developing and
improving educational services.
In conclusion, the essay dealt with the problem of illiteracy in Egypt, its
percentage and the factors contributing towards its aggravation, including
the obvious gap between men and womenf'the prevalent traditions in some rural
areas, the influence of such traditions on the causes of development and
modernization and the passive attitudes encountered in rural communities.

49. Soliman, 'Arafat 'Abdul 'Aziz, "Rynamics of Education in Societies;
A Comparative Analytical Introduction", (Dinamikiyyat Al-Tarbiyah filMUjtama'aat; tladkhal Tahlili McLaren), Cairo, The Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop,
1979, 312 pages.

Following an introduction on the factors and forces which confront educational
dynamics and underlie their social functions, the writer divided his book
into six chapters.
In-Chapter 14 he explained the concept of education and showed it bearing
on the acquisition of experience, preparation for life responsibilities and
adjustment to social progress.
Chapter 2 reviewed the social, political, geographic, economic, cultural,
philological, religious, philosophical and psychological bases of education.
In the third chapter, the author dealt with specialized educational milieu
which include milieu specialized in education such as the family and the
school and non-specialized milieu which include information and cultural
media, popular and mass organizations and religious and recreational institutions.
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Chapter 4 in concerned with the relation between culture and education
and the latter's role in bringing about cultural change in the society.
In Chapter 5, the author explained the meaning of philosophy of education
and reviewed practical examples of contemporary educational philosophies.
In this respect, he dealt with educational philosophy in the Arab Fatherland, capitalist and socialist countries, developing countries and Muslim
nations.
The sixth and last chapter deals with the relation between education
and age characteristics, with special emphasis on the general trends
characterizing our present age.
A list of Arabic and foreign reference books consulted by the author in
the compilation of his work is appended to the book.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Rural Development Leaders
Iscaros, Philip, "Rural Development in Egypt as an Introduction
to the Training and Education of Village Leaders", (AIdTausilyah Al Rifiyyah fi Misr min Nadkhal Tadreeb Wa- Tarbiyat Qadaat Al-Qaryah),
SO.

"Saktfatal-TarblYahs 41119nsine of Negation/01ft !oar, Issue No. 3,

Nay 1979), pp 10-22.

At the beginning of his article, the writer said he would deal with two
facets of training, one concerned with actual village leaders and one
with the training of future leaders. He explained the steps involved in

The writer then explained the personal characteristics of rural development
leaders, showed the problems experienced in the leader's relationships
with others and explainedhenrsuth problems reflect on the proper perreememe of work.
He also indicated the importance of subjecting rural leaders to intensive
training and education pointing to the fields of training involved and
the methods used in such training.
After referring to the difficulties which may be encountered in the course
of troloio9, the writer advanced some proposals for overcoming any outgrowing difficulties. Here, he emphasized the anticipated role of training
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committees, groups and sessions and field visits, adding that field
surveys are vital in solving many problems hindering rural development. The
writer underlined the importance of art exhibitions, festivals and all
kinds of similar activities sponsored by rural leaders.
In conclusion, he mentioned some directives for the benefit of all those
engaged in rural organization and improvement plans guiding them on the
institutions with which they could cooperate.

EDUCATION IN SINAI
Harbi, Mohamed Khairi, "A Futurist Vision of Education in Sinai",
fi Sinaa), "Periodical, of the Specialized
(Rouyah Mustagbaliyyah
National Councils", 4th Year, Issue No. 2, (April-June 1979), pp 27-39.
51.

Following an introductory note on the aims of education in Sinai, the
writer explained the Peninsular's geographical position, area, location,
topography and water resources. Education has an important role to play
in the building of Sinai, he said.
Turning to.the age in which we live, the writer described its characteristic
features being: progress of sciences and technology, explosion of knowledge
and continuous change.
In the light of the foregoing features of our age and with due consideration
to Sinai's economic, social and educational development plans, education
in the Peninsular should aim at serving the environment. Towards this
end, the writer proposed that Sinai be divided into settlements, each
settlement having its own specific schools catering for its particular
needs. Schools would have the convenience of proximity from work sites
-woul-d-tie-tied up with the peculiar economic and industrial estiblith=
meats in each respective settlement. Subjects taught in schools would
have a bearing on the environment around. Teachers of general cultural
and scientific subjects would need special training in a nearby Faculty of
Education following non-conventional patterns of teacher training. Such
Faculty of Education should be entrusted with the task of formulating
curricula for the settlement's schools.
Concluding his article, the writer explained the system of education
best suited for Sinai, saying that such system consists of an 8-year
polytechnic school ideally corresponding to the environment's needs.
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EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
Assistant Inspectors - Primary Education - Appointments

52. AAA., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Circular No. 27
Dated April 12, 1979 in Connection with the Jobs of Assistant Inspectors
for Educational Activities in the Primary Stage", Cairo, Cabinet of the
Deputy Minister, Ministry of Education, 1979, one stencil page.
Athe beginning of the Circular, reference was made to the Ministerial
Resolution No. 191 of 1977 in connection with job scales in the various
levels of civil servants in Directorates of Education in Governorates and
Educational Administrations in Local Government Units.
It, further, referred to Ministerial Resolution No..160 of 1976 dealing
with assistant inspectors assigned for the activities of libraries, school
journalism, dramatics and civics.

The Circular then explained the gradual scale of Vibe occupiedby holders
of intermediate qualifications in the primary stage of education in
respect of each of these activities and jobs.
In conclusion, the Circular urged appointment to the job of assistant
inspector and determined the average volume of work assigned to him in
each of the foregoing activities.

Educational Documentation Agency
53. Tewfik, 'Awed, "Documentation and Educational Information Agency in.
-- -- -- A.R.E.-" -r --(Jibes -Al-Tawtheoq Witt-Alii. Waal Iii-sTikiliswiyya_) , ins 'Awed
L
- ,_ -...i
is in Arab
Tewfikts "Documentation t.
,_
dftsfassnd
.. came, (Ajhizat 11-Tawthesq coal -Ma lumaat
Al-Tasbawiyyah-ff- 111- lailEad-AT,.,Arabiyyahs Daliel ila-Tareef) , 3rd Edition,
Cairo, Documentation and Educational Information Agency, National Council
for Educational Research, 1979, pp 24-28.
,.

,

--

In a Directory on Documentation and Educational Information Agencies in
the Arab World, the author devoted a special section for the Egyptian
Agency, giving its official name and address and relating its history
eversince it was created in 1956 and until the Chairman of the board of
the National Council for Educational Research issued Resolution No. 5
of 1978 whereby the Agency was divided into three sections. A description
of each section was given by the author.
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In explaining the Agency's functions, the author concentrated on its rota
in compiling different documents, providing library services, preparation
of uniform card catalogs And indexes for legislations and educational
material, preparation of guides and research work, training prospective
scholars, replying to queries, carrying out comparative studies, compiling
material and issuing and de4eloying same publications and periodicals.
Dealing with the Agency's personnel, he mentioned their number, academic
qualification and fields of specialization.
The author then described the Agency's collections of Arabic and foreign
books and periodicals and indicated the predominant languages in such
collections.
Concluding his section on the Egyptian Agency, the writer explained some
of the problems faced by it, mainly in understaffing and in the inadequacy
of the budgetary appropriations required for performing the Agency's
duties.

Problems
Shenouda, Emil Fahmi, "Bureaucracy in Educational. Administration",
-Tarbiyahs,
(Al -Biroqratiyyah fil-Idarah Al -Taileemiyyah), "Sakifat
(Magazine of Education), 31st Year, Issue No. 3, (May 1979), pp 82-89.

54.

After explaining the meaning of bureaucracy and the problem it poses in
educational administration, the writer reviewed the roots of the problem,
the ideologies which gave rise to it and the effects of educational
--centralization in Egypt.
He then reviewed the major evils of bureaucracy befalling educational
administration in our present day, describing how these evils reflect
adversely on education and on its aims.
Following an enumeratIoi.of the'problems of bureaucracy as encountered
by the educational administration, the writer proposed some measures for
overcoming these problems such as the control exercised by the people, the
role of the masses as they interact with the various educational
administrations and the legislative control exercised by the legislature,
represented by the People's Assembly, on the Minister of Education in his
capacity as the supreme authority responsible for his Ministry's
administrative affairs.
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The writer, further, mentioned the role of the Association of TorethinC
Professions in assisting educational projects. In this connection, he
pointed to the problems encountered by the Association and advanced
solutions therefor.
In conclusion, the writer emphasized the need for a re- organization of
the Ministry of Education. He presented a model organizational structure
for the Ministry and indicated the functions of each Administration and
the areas where schools are left free to use their own discretion.

EDUCATIONAL AIMS
Impact on Curricula
55. Qeladah, Fuad Soliman, "Educational Aims; Planning and Teaching of
Curricula, Principles, Theories, Divisions and Assessment of Curricula",
(A1-Ahdaaf Al-Tarbawiyyah wa- Takhteet WA-Tadrees Al-Manahij, tsusuha,
Nazariyyatuha, Tagsimatuha, Turug Qiyasiha), by Puad Soliman Qeladah
et al., Dar Al-Matbu'aat Al-Jadidah, (1979), 207 pages.

This book, which falls into two volumes, deals with educational aims as
reflected in curricula.
The first volume contains a historical background of educational aims,
indicates the criteria adopted in formulating such aims and the manner in
which aims are determined and applied according to priorities and
classifications. An explanation is also given of the components of the
educational aims.
In the second volume, the authors dealt with behavioural aims and types,
educational aims and types and pyramidal education as related to teaching.

Concluding their book, the authors indicated the importance of scientific
concepts in bringing facts together and clarifying interrelationships.
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EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA

Guides
.A

''Guide to the Recommendations and Resolutions
56.
Adopted b9_Sonfetences, Committees and Synposia on the Development and
Reform of Education inthe Past Ten Years*, (Da loot Tawslyyaat Na-Qararaat
Al-Moutanaraat Nal-Lijaan Nal-lialaqaat Al-Muta'alliqah 111-Tatweer
Isiah Al-Tatleem lthilaal Al-Sanawaat /13.-Ashr Al-Akhirah), by Ig lal 111-Sebael

and Toussef El-Ssiti, Cairo, Documentation and Educational Information
Agen4y, (1979), 212 pages.

Following an introduction on the purposes served by issuing this Guide,
a detailed account was given of the recommendations adopted at the following
meetings s

International Conference on General Education held in Geneva;

Conference of Arab Ministers of Education held in Sanaa in 1974

- Meeting of Experts and Officials entrusted with studying technological
and vocational training versus general education in Arab countries in
1978; and

- Local educational conferences, being: the Conference on Developing
Education held in Assiut in 1971, the Conference on Education in a Modern
State held in Cairo in 1971 and the Sessions of the National Council for
Education and Scientific Research from 1974 to 1978..

EDUCATIONAL INFOluiATION AGENCIES IN EGYPT

57. Tewfik, 'Awed, "Report on the Systems of Educational Information and

their Plow in the Arab Reiniblic of Rant", (Teaser 'an Mom Al-lies Unmet
Al-Tarbawiyyak Na-TadafOlelika fi AushurlYYat Misr Al- 'Arabiyyah), Cairo,
Documentation and Educational Information Agency, National Center for

Educational Research, 1979, 11 pages.

Following a general review of the agencies and bodies engaged in the
field of educational information in the Arab Republic of Egypt, the writer

divided his report into five parts.

In Part 1, he dealt with the Documentation and Educational Information
Agency, an affiliate of the National Center for Educational Research.
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The second part is concerned with the Ministry of Education's librazy.
Part 3 is devoted to the libraries attached to the various offices of
Educational Directorates.
The fourth part deals with school libraries, while the fifth and last part
is concerned with educational statistics agencies and departments.

In each part, the writerindicated the type of services rendered by each
agency and library, the reference data compiled by each and the efficiency
of personnel in each respective agency or body.

EDUCATIONAL MUSEUM

Contents
58. Selimah, Mohamed Mohamed, "Touring with the Pagt in the Educational 4
Museum; Why not Include the PASeum in the Curricula ? ", (Jewish ma' Al-tlideem

fi Muthaf Al-TeleemTLimaza la Tuft' Al-Muthaf dimn Al-saramij AlDirasiyyah?), "Al-Shabab Ma-sUlum Al-Mustagbalw, 2nd Year, Issue mo. 10,
(May 1979), pp 24-28.
In an article on the Educational Museum, the writer called upon all those
'responsible for the youth and for education in Egypt to include the Museum
in extra-curricular activities and educational programmes in schools and
universities, saying that the data contained in the MUseum could be mostbeneficial to students at all levels.
eversince it was established,
After relating the history of the Muse
the writer described its object and reviewed its contents such as
statistical data on the progress of educational budgets since 1880 and till
this day, the number of schools and pupils in the various stages of education, the major accomplishments realized by each successive Minister of
Education during his respective term in office and the major educational
events.
The writer then related the history of Egyptian universities as recorded
in the Museum, including their dates of inauguration and similar pertinent
information. He also rqviewed the major achievements by some eminent
Egyptian scientists and scholars.
A further review was made of the Museum's Pharaonic Division with its
data on education in times of ancient Egyptians.
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"."The writer also described the Museum's contents on education under
Mohamed Ali and explained the ceaseless efforts aimed at developing
mocern education in Egypt.

Concluding his article, he described samples of the numerous educational
aids contained in the Museum's Section of Educational Aids and Press.

EDUCATIONAL REFORM
59.

Tabs, Nahmoude "Reforming the Educational System", (Moth Mum

Al-Taileem)* "Akher Saa" magazine, Issue .NO. 2322, (April 25, 1979),
pp 28-29.

After explaining the impact of wars and belligerency on Egyptian education
in general and university education in particular, the writer interviewed
the President of 'Ain Shams University on the role of t.'lcation in
bringing out good citizens and on the need for an educational reform down
from the beginning of the educational ladder.
Dealing with the present branches of_secondary education, the President of
'Ain Shams University called for a complete assessment of these branches
in the light of experience and on the basis of the society's needs.
while refusing to endorse the idea of establishing a private university,
the President of 'Ain Shams University called for the establishment of
a model university that would admit gifted students.
4

The President stressed the need for checking all waste in university
education and for putting an end to the practice of private tutoring in
universities.
In conclusion, the President reviewed some other problems of university
education, including the system of examinations and the inadequacy of
academic books, devising some solutions for each problem.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

Physical Education
'Eweiss, Mus'ad, "Research on Post-graduate Studies in Physical
EducatiorkLA Documentary Study 1972/75", (Abhaath Al-Dirasaat
fil-Tarbiyah Al- Riyadiyyah Dirasah Tawthlqiyyah 1972/1975)* Cairo,
National Council for Youth and Sports, 1979, 309 pages.
60.
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Following an introduction on the new post - graduate Gepartmente rroatod in
1969 in the faculties of physical education and their bearing on the
progress witnessed in the field of academic research on physical education
in Egypt, the author indicated the link between the aims of the National
Council for Youth and Sports and the academic research on physical education.
Be then reviewed the aims contemplated from this research, its scope,
methods and tools used in compiling material. The author reviewed a summary
of the post-graduate research undertaken in physical education, dividing
them into ten types of research, being: research on the sector of education,
on bodily, mental and athletic fields,'on sports psychology, on Arab
countries, on field and track, on gymnastics, on fencing, on swimming, on
boxing and, lastly, research on different kinds of sports and other
subjects of a general nature.
In conclusion, the writer explained the results taking place in the
absence of a clear-cut scientific policy on physical and bodily education in
Egypt and how these results affect curricula of physical education in
schools, adding that theoretic research is isolated from practice. He
called for the establishment of youth centers.
In his concluding recommendations, the author called for a comprehensive
scientific plan for .physical and sports education in Egypt.

EMPLOYEES
Promotions and Appointment
A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc. "Circular No. 25
Dated January 1, 1979 in Connection with the Practical Steps Involved in
the TrAnsfer to and Appointment in Higher Jobs during the Academic Year
1979/80", Cairo, Cabinet of the Deputy Minister, Ministry of Education,
1979, 7 stencil pages.
61.

Following an introduction on the importance attached to the Ministry's
resolutions concerning the appointment of employees in horizontal job
levels and the need for observing such resolutions in any appointment in
job levels, the Circular indicated how this ensures equal opportunities
to employees in the same jab level.,
The text of the Circular follows in five parts.
Part 1 specifies the horizontal line of job levels and sets the dates
which may not be exceeded in making appointments to each of the higher
job levels as regards holders of high qualifications.
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The second part reviews the general steps involved in training programme's
and indicates. the conditions to be observed in such programmes.

Part 3 explains the practical steps involved in making appointments to
higher jobs.
The fourth part deals with the timetable to be observed in transfers to
and appointment in higher Jobs.
Part S indicates the necessary control measures for insuring the proper
conduct of work and describes the measures to be taken in the event
someone is appointed in a higher job, but the pertinent resolution is not
carried out.
The Circular contains two tables indicating the binding dates as set forth
in the relevant timetable.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Curricula
62.

Arab League Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
CALESCO), "Guide to the Use of the Environmental Reference Moak in the
Stages of General Education", Waled. Istikhdaaa A1-14arjis Al-Biiy fi

Marahel Al-Tleem Al-Aamm), Cairo, Department of Documentation and
Information, 1979, 166 pages.
This reference book falls into five parts.

The first part emphasizes the need for introducing a measure of environmental
stuff in the curricula of the different school subjects in. the stages of
general education indicating their aim.
Part two explains the fields of environmental education and indicates
their value to curricula planners.
The third part explains the basis for dividing units of environmental
education on the stages of general education.
In the fourth part, the reference book dealt with the major concepts of
environmental education as applied to the stages of general education.
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The fifth and last part deals with the meaning of the environment and
nature, the natural source, the environmental balance, pollution and the
environmental problem.

ERADICATION OF ILLITERACY
Abul Naga, El- Sayyed, "The Army for Eradicating Alphabetical and
professional Illiteracy", (Al-Jaysh Lit -Qadaa 'ala Al-tteniyyah
Hijaaiyyah Mal-Mihniyyah), 411 -Akhbar" newspaper, 27th Year, Issue No. 8399,
(May 16, 1979), p. S63.

After describing the impact of peace on the socio- economic development of
Egypt and Israel, the writer said that the eradication of alphabetical
and professional illiteracy should precede any plans for economic development.
He said that the Egyptian armed forces are rich in educated young men,
university graduates and professionals, all of whom should be recruited
in the war against illiteracy.

After stressing the importance of work to young men, he said that leisure
time should be well exploited and conscription term should be used in
some fruitful work, primarily in fighting alphabetical and professional
illiteracy in villages and urban centers.
In conclusion,_ the writer described the impact of literacy on the country's
economic development, citing in this respect the example of two villages
neat Cairo, namely Kerdasah and El-Houran/YYall-

64.

Ghonelm, Mohamed Mustafa, "A Scourage which Must Be Wiped Out ",
Wasmah Yajib an Tazul), "Al-Akhbar* newspaper, 27th Year, Issue No 8406,
(May 24, 1979), p. 12.

After describing the momentous volume of illiteracy in Egypt and saying
that this problem hinders any move on the part of Egypt towards reconstruction in the era of peace, the writer stressed the need for an onslaught
on this scourage until it had been completely wiped out.
The writer then drew a comparison between a literate and an illiterate,
saying that education reflects on health, on conviction of democratic
principles and on intensified production.
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Dealing with the methods utilized in fighting illiteracy, he pointed to
the role of university and higher institute graduates in this respect.
Rather than mobilizing fresh university graduates in a superficial public
service activity for a whole year, these graduates should be directed to
teach a number of illiterates, he said, adding that in this manner the
problem of illiteracy would be completely overcome in a short delay of time.
Citing the example of India, he said that secondary and preparatory
students are required to teach illiterates. This experiment has proved most
effective in putting an end to illiteracy in India.
In conclusiont.the writer explained the role of the ruling Party, the
National Democratic Party, in fighting illiteracy through its committees
showing how this would induce other parties to follow suit. The media of
information could also play an important role in this respect, the writer
concluded.

Legislations
etc., "Circular No. 34
A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations
Dated May 31, 1979 in Connection with Teaching Night Guards in the Regular
LiterasyClassee, CairovCabinet of the First Undersecretary of the
Ministry of Education for Primery Education and Teacher Training Colleges,
Ministry of Education, 1979, 1 stencil page.
65.

After stating that the advent of an era of peace should have its bearing
on accelerating and mobilizing all efforts on the part of the State and
governmental and popular agencies to free Egypt from the scourage of
illiteracy, the Circular described the endeavours of the Ministry of
Interior in this respect emphasizing the importance of responding to the
Ministry's request for enrolling illiterate, night guards in villages and
r-ral localities in the regular classes opened by the Ministry,of Education
for fighting illiteracy.
Explaining the role of night guards in villages, the Circular said these
guards act as local leaders. Teaching them to read and write would encourage
the local population to flock to literacy classes, the Circular added.
in conclusion, the Circular indicated the bodies responsible for providing
literacy programs to night guards.
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REPORTS
66.
Awed, Tewfik, "Report on the Eradication of Illiteracy and Adult
Education in 1976/77-1977/78", (Taf:peer an Mahwu Al -Ommiyyah Na-Taleem
Al -Kibaar Aamai 1976/77 - 1977/78), Cairo, Center of Educational Documenta-

tion and Information, National Center for Educational Research, 1979,
13 pages.
- Report compiled in collaboration with a committee from the Directorate.

The report began with a review of the Ministries, governmental and nongovernmental organizations and bodies either responsible for or taking
part in literacy campaigns.
It also reviewed the laws and regulations applicable to literacy campaigns
and adult education and specified the sourc.s financing these campaigns.
The report, further, mentioned the pertinent figures showing the quantitative
development of illiteracy in Egypt in 1976/77 and described the passive
incentives given to illiterates if they fail to report to literacy
centers and classes.
Dealing with instructors of both sexes, engaged in literacy activities, the
report mentioned their qualifications, the number of full-timers, parttimers and volunteers and the remunerations and incentives paid to them.
The report, further, reviewed the courses taught in literacy classes,
described their aims and mentioned the duration of the two stages of
education involved. lc explained the reason for dividing education into
two sthges and described the method of assessing learners at the conclusion
of the course.
Dealing with the plan devised for fighting illiteracy, the report defined
its aims, specified its duration and described the stages of its implementation. It described, as well, the extent of cooperation received on the part
of national, regional and international organizations in carrying out the
fight against illiteracy.
In conclusion, the report dealt with adult education as a matter separate
fail literacy campaigns.
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EVALDATZIN SYMPOSIA
"Academic Symposium on Evaluation as a-Prelude to Educational Development", (Al-Nudwah Al-sIlsiyyah haul Al-Teqweem Ka*Madkhal Ii-Tatweer AlTastes.), Cairo, Deceiber 4, 1978 through December 7, 1978, "gymposiumes
Works", Wowed Al- Nudwah), Cairo, National Center for Educational Redearch,
67.

11M7120 pages.
In an introduction to this document, the Minister of-Education reviewed the
basis of educational development and explained the efforts exerted in the
field of evaluation as a prelude to educational development.
The text of the document follows in five sections.
Section 1 contains papers and research read in the symposium on basics of
evaluation. Subjects specifically covered by the.papers include: principles
of evaluation, methods of evaluating the educational process, education and
evaluation as two open systems, evaluation and-development of educational
aims and, lastly, aims and evaluation in Egyptian education.
The second section contains research on the present status of evaluation
and the methods'of developing it. Two critical studies are included in the
section, one dealing with the current methods of evaluation ind the other
with the role of general secondary examinations in developing mathematics
curricula.
Section 3 contains two studies on the role of evaluation in developing
certain aspects of curricula. One study deals with the role of evaluation
in developing school curricula and the other with the role of evaluation in
developing text books.
The fourth section reviews experiments end examples dealing with the
development of evaluation systems and offers. two suggested objective tests
in SWUMs for the sixth year primary and mathematics for second year
Primary.
The symposium's final report as well as the suggestions advanced and
recommendations adopted are Contained in the fifth and last section.
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EXAMItaTIONS
Awness - Causes
Mohamed, 'Abdul Rahman, "Elimination of Examinations' Nervous
Tension", (lziklid:Al-Tawattur Al-'Asabi fil-Imtihanaat), "Al-Ahram"
newspaper, 105th Year, Issue No. 33765, (May 22, 1979), p. 7.
68.

After saying that the present systems of education are responsible for
the state of tension and anxiety from which pupils suffer during examination time, the writer explained the causes of anxiety and tension accompanying examinations.
In the writer's opinion, these causes are mainly attributed to the
systems of teaching and memorization, school curricuta, the system of
inspection, physical and social circumstances surrounding the pupil,
health and psychological factors and family's history in sensitivity to
anxiety and tension.
The writer then said that the family and the society are responsible for
the provision of an atmosphere of calm and tranquillity and in insuring
for the pupil a state of psychological, social and family stability.
In conclusion, he said that with sympathy, encouragement and kindness,
the pupil could get over this feeling of aweness at examination time.

Instructions asd Guidelines
Dunia, Named, "Days Ahead of Examinations", (Qabla Ayyam min AlTotihnnant), "October4 msgasine, 3rd Year, Issue No. 129, (April 15,
1979), p. 17.
69.

In this press coverage, the writer gave an account of the discussions
which took place at the Teachers' Association in the course of which
teachers discussed their role in resolving the problems of pupils at the
time of examination, revising the curricula with pupils some time ahead of
the examination and devisiug programmes for training pupils on the exemplary
method for answering examination questions.
After reviewing the directives circulated by the Ministry of Education
among inspectors and officials responsible for putting the examination
questions, the writer drew a comparison between subjective examination
questions and questions designed for measuring the pupil's comprehension,
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understanding and assimilation of curricula. He, also, dealt with optional
examination questions, pointing to their significance in examinations.
Concluding his press coverage, the writer called for a reconstruction
of the system of examinations in Egypt with the aim of rendering it more
adequate for measuring pupils' abilities.

EXPATRIATE PUPILS

Admission
70. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Circular No. 30
Dated May 6, 1979 in Connection with Admission of Expatriate Pupils to
Egyptian Schools", Cairo, Cabinet of the Deputy Minister, Ministry of

.Education, 1979, 1 stencil...page.

At the outset, the Circular referred to the provisions contained in
Ministerial Resolution No. 126 of-1978 and Circular No. 16 issued on
February 26, 1979 in connection with the prescribed procedure for enrollment
of expatriate pupils (coming from Arab and foreign countries) in Egyptian
schools through the exclusive channel of the Ministry of Education's
Department of Expatriate Pupils.
After stating that violations of these procedures were occasioned on the
part of some governmental and private schools, the Circular described the
measures taken with pupils entering such schools through channels other
than the prescribed Department.
The Circular then indicated the steps to be taken in the future in
compliance with these regulations, pointing to the harm befalling both
the pupil and the school in the event any provision contained in the
Circular is violated.

EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOLS
Establislisent
71. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Ministerial
Resolution to. 76 Dated April 17, 1979 in Connection with the Establishment of Experimental Schools Annexed to Faculties of Education", Cairo,
Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of Education, 1979,-4 stencil pages.
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This Resolution consists of nine articles.

The first article indicates the manner in which experimental schools are
chosen and explains the role of the respective Directorates of Education
and Faculty of Education in each Governorate.
Article 2 sets forth the aim contemplated from the experimental schools.
In Article 3, the duties and responsibilities of the Faculty of Education
towards these schools are defined.
Articles 4 and 5 are concerned With the creation of a School Council in
each experimental school opened in a Governorate. They also define the
functions of the School Council.
The sixth article sets forth the dates on which the School Council is
required to meet each month and the rules governing validity of its
meetings and resolutions.
Article 7 fixes the remunerations payable to each member of the School
Council in respect of each meeting attended.
In Article 8 provision is made for the constitution of a Supreme Council
for Experimental Schools at the Ministry's level.
The ninth article provides for the implementation of this Resolution and
fixes its effective date.

FACULTIES AND UNIVERSITIES
72. Amin, Mustafa, "Notions A Technological University", (Farah;
Jami'ah Teknolojiyyah), "Al -Akhbar" newspaper, 27th Year,'Issue No. 8420,

(June 10,' 1979), p. 12.

Following a review of the experiments of advanced countries in building
specialized technological universities, the writer highlighted the role
of these universities in bringing out specialized engineers.
The writer then reviewed, by way of contrast, the conditions in Egyptian
universities, saying that faculties of engineering are handicapped because
of their inefficient equipment and shortage in professors.
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Be called for the establishment of an engineering technological university
which would keep abreast with scientific progress and contribute towards
the development of the existing industries in Egypt.
Concluding his article, the writer reviewed the experisnent of (South) Korea
which stepped up its scientific progress and industrial development
enabling it to compete with the industrially-advanced countries.

Aims and Development
Darwish, Nahmoud, "The Egyptian University and the Modern University",
Al-Misriyyah Nal-Jami'ah Al-Asriyyah), "Al-Ahrme newspaper,
105th Year, Issue No. 33746, (Nay 2, 1979), p. 7.

73.

After describing the features of our present age, the writer explained the
responsibilities laid upon university lead4rships in adjusting all regulations in such a manner as to make them more of a motivating drive than of
an obstacle. In this connection, he underlined the importance of planning
university education on sound basis, with the assistance of illuminating
statistics on the country's needs to all kinds of technical specializations.
Universities should emphasize technology, the writer said.
Dealing with the university's function in the society, he said that all
barriers separating universities from executive and industrial agencies
should be removed. University curricula should pay attention to the Egyptian
ticsexta And their Population, since deserts constitute Egypt's untapped
resources.
The writer then explained the ideal method of teaching in universities,
adding that the biggest task of the university is to build the Egyptian
modern man who is capable of using his brains for the benefit of his
country.
Concluding his article, the writer explained the role of students associations and university fraternity groups in this respect.

Egyptian Universities - Admission Problems
74.
El- Sebaei, Labib, "The Problem of Admission in Universities and
Twenty Years of Waiting for a Solution", (ftshkilat Al-Qabul Bil-Jami'aat
W4-'ishrin 'Aaman fi Intizaar Al- Hall), "Al-Ahram Al-Igtisadi" magazine,
Issue No. 568, (April 15, 1979), pp 55-57.
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Dealing with the different proportions of the problem of admission in
universities, the writer said that admission should be made on the basis
of the majors most needed by the State for its production and development
plans.

The writer then said that university professors are assuming heavy
responsibilities in all newly-opened universities, reflecting adversely on
demonstrators who are working on post-graduate studies and on assistant
professors.
He also discussed the problem of shortage in faculty members and indicated
its effect on universities.
In conclusion, the writer said that holders of secondary certificates
failing to enter universities should be made use of in training and
technological institutes. He advocated the idea of preparing a thorough
study on the methods of admission and distribution of students on the
various faculties with the aim of evaluating these methods and devising
healthier ones.

FACIWZIES OF MEDICINE

Establishment
Abaza, Farouk, "Prescription for the Success of Faculties of
Wioine in Provinces", (Rushettah li-kai Tanjah Kulliyyaat Al-Tibb fil75.

Aqipleem), "Al-Musawwar" magazine, (May 4, 1979), P. 31.

The writer began his article saying that any attempt at opening new
faculties of medicine in Egyptian provinces should be preceded by thorOugh
planning and provision of all scientific and human potential needed.
In this respect, he quoted the President of the Medical Association who
said that provincial faculties of medicine already opened are suffering
from lack of possibilities. The President added that no new *faculties should
be contemplated until a suitable building has been chosen, a qualified
faculty has been recruited and highly-equipped medical laboratory and
facilities have been provided. Otherwise, the standard of graduates would
be affected, he added.
In a further interview, the President of Zagazig University described how
the Faculty of Medioine in his University has been built, equipped and
manned independently. Its staff of professors are all full-timers and
are not seconded from any other faculties.
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The President of Zagazig University added 'that a fully- equipped provincial
faculty of medicine opens vast onportunities.of research before local
doctors. By way of example, the President mentioned the fields of specialization chosen by post-graduate physicians for their M.A. and Ph.D. work.

a Provincial Faculty of
El -Diwani, Khalil Mustafa, "The Story
Medicine", (Bikayat Kulliyyat Tibb Iqlimiyyah), "Al-Akhbar" newspaper,
27th Year, Issue No. 8414, (Tone 3, 2979), p. 5.
76.

In this article, the writer reviewed the discussions in the Egyptian
University Council over the establishment of provincial faculties of
medicine.
Those in favour said that these faculties make medical services readily
available in provinces and save students the trouble of commuting or
staying in hostels if they are compelled to study medicine in distant
cities.
Opponents said that any hurried plans to establish provincial faculties of
medicine without providing the necessary human and material possibilities
would only result in a low standard of graduates.
The writer himself advocates the establishment of provincial faculties of
medicine, provided all planning and preparations are completed, all
equipment provided and all staff appointed before any such new faculties
is opened. In this connection, he cited the example of the Faculty of
Medicine of Suez canal University which will not open before 1982 when
all preparations have been completely made.

Functions
77.
Mustafa, Mahmud Belmi, "The Role of Universities and the Era of
Peace", Mawr Al.-Jamiaat WS -Marhalat AI-Salaam), "A1-.Akhbar" newspaper,
27th Year, Issue No. 8415, (June 4, 1979), P. 5.

After reviewing the suAferings endured by Egypt and the Egyptian people
As a result of its four wars with Israel and indicating the impact of
the Peace Treaty on ending, hostilities with Israel, the writer described
the anticipated role of Egyptian universities in the country's economic,
racial and political development and in facing the challenges dictated by
the peace era.
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He then reviewed the experiment undertaken in the 1960's by the University
of Assiut in contributing towards the resolution of the society's problems,
saying that, in the era of peace, provincial universities in Egypt should
accept the challenge of modern technology and introduce post-graduate
studies for their graduates.
Universities should also play an important role in offsetting the biased
propaganda campaign waged by Arab countries against Egypt, he added.
In conclusion, the writer stressed the need for enforcing discipline in
universities, such being a prerequisite for the performance of their task
in the era of peace.

Higher Education - Faculty of Islamic Art

El-Sadr, Said, "Faculty of Islamic Art in Al-Azhar University",
(10211iyyah Lil-Funun Al-Islemiyyah Bi-Jamisat Al- Azhar), "Al-Gumhouriyah"
newspaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9262, (May 8, 1979), p. 5.
78.

1

Following an introduction on the long history of Islamic art in Egypt
and the impact of Islamic civilization on the world's sciences, art and
humanities, the writer reviewed the efforts exerted by Egypt for developing
Islamic and Arab art and sciences and indicated the benefits accruing to
the Arab Nation as a result of such endeavours.
The writer then proposed the establishment of a faculty of Islamic art
in the University of Al -Azhar adding that more Azhari faculties should be
established throughout Egypt to generate more interest in Egyptian art
traditions, both locally and internationally.

Higher Education - Helwan Univeroity - Development
'Abdul Fattah, 'Abdul Razek, "Establishment of Helwan University;
Plan for Developing Higher Education in Egypt", (inshaa Jami'at Helwan;
Khuttah fi Tatweer Al -Teleem A].- 'Mali fi Misr), "Etraseat Wa-Buhuth",
(Studies and Research), Vol. 2, Issue No. 1, (Nay 1979), pp 13-27.
79.

Following a general introduction on man's need to technology and on the
big gap between developing and developed countries to which is attributed
the present poverty prevailing in the former countries, the writer said
that the system of education and the proper administration have been
instrumental in enabling advanced countries attain their present level.
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Dealing with Selman University, the writer related its history since
its establishment in June 1975. Heretofore, the University's faculties
were an assortment of widely scattered institutions affiliated to the
Ministry of Education. Since June 1573, they were combined to constitute
Helwan University.

_

The writer then described the difficulties encountered by the University
at its initial stage which consisted in administrative difficulties
occasioned in the inauguration stage, selection of staff, the fact that a
large percentage of the staff was not Ph.D. holders, and the physical
dispersing of faculties in different parts of Cairo.

After aplaining the steps taken to overcome these difficulties, the writer
elaborated the general philosophy of Helwan University and the measures
taken to dev slop its plans and academic programmes.
In conclusion, he related the University's progress in providing faculties
with the required equipment.

Independence
'Aref, Mahmoud, "Required: Independent Faculties and Each University
Having its Own Lau", (Al -MatlUb Istiqlaal Al -RulliyYaat wa -an Yakun
-Jami'aat) , "Al -Akhbar" newspaper,
14.-Kull Jamilah4anunuha; Akhbar
27th Year, Issue No. 8399, (May 16, 1979), p. 12.
80.

At the beginning of his article, the writer interviewed the Dean of the
Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University, who stressed the need for
effecting a change in the policy of general and university education,
saying that the amassing of students in universities has had an adverse
effect on their academic standard. The Dean, further, stressed the need
for paying more attention to technical education in universities.
Commenting on the free education offered in Egyptian universities, the
writer said that this privilege should be lensed to failing students.
Any repeats, should be required to defray their educational expenses, he
added, explaining how this would reflect on university education.
Dealing with university independence, he explained what this would mean
and entail, adding that each university and faculty should have its own
law and budget.
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Elaborating on the resolution whereby the Minister of Education delegated
his authorities to Presidents of Universities, the writer said that a
series of delegations should be effected, passing the Minister's authorities
to deans of faculties and Councils of Departments.
Concluding his article, the writer emphasized that deans of faculties
should be elected rather than appointed and explained the procedure involved
in such election.

Members of Teaching Bodies - Promotions
81. Geballah, Fawzi, "From the Members of the Teaching Bodies of the
Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University to the President of the Supreme Council
of Universities", (Min A'daa Hayaat Al-Tadrees Bi-Tibb Al-Qahirah ila Raees
Al-Majlis Al-A'laa Lil-Jami'aat), "Al-Akhbar" newspaper, 27th Year,
Issue No. 8411, (May 30, 1979), p. 3.

Commenting on Article 70 of the Drafted Universities' Law which provides
that teaching jobs in universities would be occupied after advertising in
newspapers, the writer said that this provision would prejudice the
principle of equal opportunity and result in depriving teaching bodies
of the required stability, apart from the resulting lack of cooperation
among faculty members.
The writer then indicatta'3 that a certain percentage of university professors
would be harmed if such provision is carried out.

In his opinion, each university should have an adequate number of job
classifications for professors, assistant professors and teachers which
should be occupied by a normal process of promotion rather than the suggested
process of advertising in newspapers. In his view, such advertising will
not produce the required result of raising the academic standard of
professors.
Concluding his article, he called for deletion of the proposed Article 70
from the Universities' bill.

Teaching Bodies - Demands
82.
'Aref, Mahmoud, "Development of Universities' Law is not the
Responsibility of Professors Alone", (Tatweer Qanun Al -Jami'aat la
Yasneuhu Al -Asatiza Wandahum), "Al -Akhbar" newspaper, 27th Year, Issue
No. 8411, (May 30, 1979), p. 12.
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After stating that university councils are preoccupied with discussion of
the new Universities' Law, the writer observed that universities are more
concerned with professors than with demonstrators and teachers.
Focussing on the latter group, he said that the future of university
education depends on demonstrators and teachers. New universities, whether
in cities or in provinces, rely heavily on this group of academic staff.
In the opinion of the writer, every effort should be made to assist
demonstrators and teachers in their post-graduate work abroad.
Concluding his article, the writer said that demonstrators and teachers
should be represented on university councils in order to make their voice
heared by the responsible officials.

Teaching Bodies - Organization
83.
'Isla, 'Ali Ahmed, "Professors Devoting their Full Time to Universities;
A New Vision", (Tafarrugh Asatizat Al-Jami'aat; Rouyah Jadidah), "Al Gumhouriyah" newspaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9262, May 8, 1979), p. 5.

Following an introductiOn on the reasons why university professors are
unable to devote all their time to university work, the writer said that
the very nature of the job of a professor requires him to keep abreast
with scientific progress and to spend long hours in his office reading or
doing research work in the laboratory.
Re then described the important role teachers are expected to play in
meeting students either individually or in groups to help solve their
problems.
The writer then enumerated same of the professional diseases to which
professors are exposed and explained their causes.
Referring to the private clinics and engineering offices maintained by
medical and engineering professors, the writer said that private practice
helps professors acquire more practical experience which is injected in
their lectures.
Concluding his article, the writer suggested that graduating Students should
be required to spend a number of weekly hours in specialized offices,
clinics and pharmacies for a pre-graduation training under the direct
supervision of their respective professors.
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Teaching Bodies - Promotions
E1-Gamal, Yehia, "To Guard against Recurrence of Struggle in our
Universities", Matta la Ya'ud Al-Siraa' Li- Jami'aatuna), "Al-Ahram"
newspaper, 105th Year, Issue No. 33777, (Juno 3, 1979), p. 7.
84.

The writer objected to the provisions of Article 70 of the projected Law
regulating universities and currently reviewed by the Supreme Council of
Universities, saying that academic posts should not be occupied through
advertisements placed in the press. This provision, in the opinion of the
writer, constitutes a relapse and gives rise to cut-throat struggles and
competitions between university professors, reflecting, naturally, on
the academic standard.%
In this connection, the writer reviewed the provisions of law No. 49 of
1972 which made promotion to higher posts in universities contingent upon
competence and academic merit.
The writer then reviewed some contradictions in the organizational structure
of universities and advanced proposals for elimination of such deficiencies.
After indicating the effects of appointing large numbers of demonstrators
and teachers in universities, he said that all university faculty should
enjoy a feeling of stability and tranquillity, reflecting on their performance,on students and on academic work.

Universities - Educational Television
El-Sa'dani, Mohamed, "For the First Time in Egypt, Closed Circuit
Television in the Faculty of Commerce, Cairo UniverSity", (Li -Amwil
Harrah fi Misr Dawair Televisionniyyah Mughlaqah fi Tijarat Al-Qahirah),
by Mohamed EliSa'dani and Mona Mohamed Soliman, "AI-Shabab Wa 'Ulum AINustaqbal" magazine, 2nd Year, Issue No. 9, (April 1979), PP 20-22.
85.

The writers described the experiment undertaken by the Faculty of Commerce
of Cairo University in installing closed circuit television equipment in
the anditoriums and explained the advantages to teachers and students as a
result of this new device.
After indicating that this experiment has been effective in Checking private
tutoring, the writers mentioned the bodies responsible for the operation of
this system and praised the technique of using slides in connection with
the TV programmes.
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The writers then stated that the TV should not result in loosening the
relation between the professor and his students, adding that the studentprofessor relationship is vital in university life.
In conclusion, the writers called for spreading this experiment in all
universities.

Universities

Regulations and Legislations

Tajuddin, Mohamed 'Awed, " Universities' Legal Stability", (AlIstiqrar Al- Qaduni fil-Jamitaat), "A1- Gumhouriyah" newspaper, 26th Year,
Issue No. 9294, (June 9, 1979), p. 5.
86.

Commenting on the new bill regulating universities, the writer underlined
the importance of giving professors a feeling of stability and security.
He mentioned that the proposed bill involves harmful effects on universities
and professors.
The writer then explained certain aims envisaged by the bill purporting to
encourage scientific research and creativeness.
Two particular remarks were made by the writer, one concerning the
professors' full time devotion to academic research and one concerning the
requirements for promoting university teaching bodies as provided in the
new bill. The writer called for a reconsideration of the pertinent
Article governing promotions.

87. Mousse, Gamaluddin, 'Concerning the Universities' Law: Advertising
Vacancies in Teaching Jobs Is Necessary", (Hawla Qanun Al -Jami'aat:
Al -I'laan 'an Wazayif Hayaat Al-Tadrees Darouri), "Lil-GumbouriYah"
newspaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9308, (June 23, 1979), p. 5.

Commenting on the stipulation in the drafted universities' Law that vacant
e filled by way of advertising in the newspapers for
teaching jobs mt
selecting the TactIst _fficient candidates, the writer began with reviewing
the various views expressed by professors then snowed the effects of
automatic promotion to higher teaching jobs without any prior advertisement.
After indicating the a0vantages of the new system in encouraging active
teachers in provincial universities, the writer said that promotion
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through advertised contests would open the academic doors before everybody
and would avail highly-qualified elements of a fair chance for promotion
and progress.

Universities - Regulations and Legislations - Remarks
Ahmed, Farghali Gad, "Remarks on the Proposed Amendments to the Law
of Universities", (Mulahazaat bawl Al-Ta'dildat Al-Muqtarahah
AlJamitaat), "Al-Gumhnuriyah"'newaPaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9290,
(June 5, 1979), p. S.
88.

Commenting on the discussions evolving around the bill on the development
of universities in which all faculties and universities are taking part,
the writer said the new bill is unfair to demonstrators and assistant
professors who assume the heavy burden in university work and academic
research. Salary-wise, the bill does not do justice to these categories of
academic staff.
The writer called for a re-consideration of the bill and for the payment
of higher remunerations for correcting examination sheets and overtime.
Concluding his article, he advanced some suggestions concerning M.A. and
Ph.D. students on the one hand and demonstrators and assistant professors
on the other.

University Education - Development
89. E1'Sebaei, Labib, "In the Era of Peace, Does University Education
Need a New Strategy", (Fi Marhalat Al -Salem ... Hall Tahtid Al -Ta'leem
Ai -Jamili ila Istratijiyyah Jadidah), "Al-Ahram Al -Icm11" magazine,
Issue No. 569, (May 1, 1979), pp 44-45.

The writer began his article saying that the peace treaty between Egypt
and Israel will produce political, economic, social and cultural changes.
he then reviewed the alms of university education and their bearing on
the intellectual, professional, social, spiritual and health promotion of
the student's personality.
Me, further, indicated their bearing on the society and underlined, as
well, the importance of proper educational planning both to students and
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the society and the teaching bodies. In this respect, he enumerated the
functions performed by universities not only in dissiminating knowledge
but also in scientific research and public service.
Moving to university problems, the writer mentioned some of the problems
facing students, teaching bodies, educational policies and administrative
duties.
In conclusion, he pointed to the need for reforming university education
and showed how such reforms reflect beneficially on the individual and the
society.

El -Nashshar, Mohamed Hamdi, "Structures and Patterns of University
Education and Development of University Education in Egypt", (Hayakel
90.

Wa-Anmaathl-TeleemAl-Jamisi

-Tatawwur Al -Taileem

fi Misr) ,

Cairo, National Council of Education's Sub-committee on University
Education, 1979, 267 pages.
This study is divided into seven principal chapters.

The first deals with the beginnings and development of university education
in Egypt.
Chapter 2 covers a wide array of subjects, including the development of
university education's structures and patterns in the last forty years,
the procedure for occupying leadership jobs in universities, the organizational structure of the university, the syllabi and post graduate studies,
university independence and autonomy, scientific research and the relationships between the university and the society over this period. It also
reviews some achievements and major problems connected with university
education.
The third chapter deals with the specialization structure of students
actually enroll-ea-in Egyptian universities and expected to graduate in the
future and the prospects of providing them with efficient employment.
Chapter 4 deals with organizational patterns and structures of universities
as to their set-up and their relations with the authorities. It also deals
with the universities' academic units and the organizational structure and
systems of post graduate studies.
In the fifth chapter, reference is made to academic and educational
patterns as they pertain to types and levels of study, systems and
programmes involved and methods of evaluating students' academic progress
in universities.
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Chapter 6 contains the writer's recommenuations, most of which revolve
around devising solutions for existing problems in university education.
The seventh and last chapter contains tables and statistics indicating
the development in enrollment, faculty and budgets in each respective
university.

University Education - Post Graduate Studies Development
91.

El -Sebaeil Labib, "Development of Post Graduate Studies: Is It the
Beginning of University Reform?", (Tatweer AI-Dirasaat AI-4111.a: Hall
huwa Bidayah Li-Islah Al-aamisaat?), "Al -Abram AI -DItisadi" magazine,
Issue No 567 (April 1, 1979), pp 42-43.

This article deals with the actual state of post graduate studies in
Egyptian universities and indicates to what extent the existing number of
professors and teachers is adequate to meet their needs.
It also indicates certain problems, arising from the failure by Egyptian
scholars despatched abroad to return to the Motherland after completing
their studies.
The writer went on to discuss the problem of inadequate financial appropriations allocated for post graduate studies and pointed to the manner in
which this problem may be overcome. In this connection, he referred to
the initiatives experienced in recent years for developing substitute
methods whereby post graduate studies and research could be activated.
Here, he mentioned the Centre of Higher Studies opened in the University
of Alexandria and the Engineering Sciences Laboratory in Cairo University
and described the role of international organizations in financing the
latter.
After giving statistical data on the number of demonstrators in the
different faculties, the writer explained Lhe extent to which they could
meet the university's future needs to professors in post graduate work.
In conclusion, he gave some recommendations on bolstering the existing
post graduate machineries in each university saying that some coordination
should be worked out between these machineries and some link could be
established between post graduate studies and the State's:: needs to specialized graduates. Thq recommendations underlined the need for boosting
university libraries and making better use of them.
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University Education - Reform
El -Sebaei, Labib, "Independence of Universities, Policy of Admission
and Questions of university Education in 8 Years", (Isticilal Al -Jami'aat
Wa-gadaya Al-Ta'leem Al-Jami'i fi 8 Sanawaat),
Wa-Siasat
92.

"Al- Abram Al -Icitisadi" magazine, Issue No. 571, (June 1979), pp 46-47.

At the beginning of his article, the writer explained the concept of
university independence and the factors underlying any reform within the
university educational system. He also explained the criteria of evaluation
which should be adopted in any reconsideration of university education
Planning.
The writer then described the development of university budgets between
1971/72 and 1979 and the increase in the number of students admitted in
universities during the same period, adding that in 1976/77, a policy of
rationalization was observed in admission for considerations mentioned by
the writer.
In conclusion, the writer reviewed the broadlines of the new law drafted
for universities, citing its provisions concerning university security,
students associations, faculty training programmes and selection of
scholarship recepients.

The University Guard
El-Sebaei, Labib, "University Guard: Maintenance or Abolition; A
University Issue", (Al-Earas Al-Jami'i bayna Al-Itgaa Wal-Ilghaa$ Qadiyyah
Jami'iyyah), "Al-Ahram Al-Igtisadi" magazine, issue No. 572, (June 15,
1979), pp 44-45.
93.

After reporting a recent resolution by the Supreme Council of University
on the re-instation of the University Guard under the new denomination of
"University Security", the writer explained the factors which led to the
failure of the machineries entrusted with the task performed earlier by
the abolished University Guard.
In this connection, he interviewed the Vice-President of Cairo University
on certain incidents which were occasioned in the laboratories and
installations of some faculties, student dormitories and athletic installations and on the general framework and underlying principles of the new
Security machinery. The Vice-President also explained how the new Security
agency woad collaborate in a team spirit and surmount all difficulties
encountered in the course of its task.

t.
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In a further interview, the Secretary-General of Cairo University dealt
with the different categories of people who would be trained on the tasks
of security maintenance at universities and explained the provisional
measures to be taken by universities pending the constitution of the
University Security machinery.

University of Sinai
'Ammar, El- Sayyed, "The University of Sinai is a Major Step in
Re-construction", (Jnmi'at Sinaa Thutwah Asasiyyah Lil-Ta'meer), "AlGumhouriyah:' newspaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9312, (June 27, 1979),
p. 5.
94.

The writer began his article saying that following the 1952 Revolution,
many universities were established in Egypt and were built on the narrow
green belt of the file. He explained the consequences of encroaching on
agricultural land.
As to the projected University of Sinai, he said that this University
would play an important role in intensifying reconstruction and rehabilitation work in the Peninsula. By way of example, he mentioned that Universities
and research centers are built in the deserts of the United State and in
the freezing regions of Canada and the Soviet Union.
Rendering some ideas for the rehabilitation of Sinai, the writer said
that the University's teaching staff should he given free of charge pieces
of land in Sinai for developing them. Children of farmers in the Peninsula
should be admitted unconditionally to any faculty chosen by each. Graduates
of the University should be required to live and work in Sinai, contributing
towards its rehabilitation.

FREE EDOCTInN AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
El-Surdi, 'Abdul Satter, 'Tree Education in Egypt", (Al-Ta'leem
Al-Majjani fi Misr). "1- am" newspaper, 105th Year, Issue No. 33746,
95.

(May 2, 1979), P. 7.

At the beginning of his article, the writer drew a comparison between the
conditions of education in Egypt thirty years ago when Dr. Taha Hussein,
the then Minister of Education, said that education should be as free as
water and air and the present criditions of education when the phenomenon
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of private tutoring has dealt a detrimental blow at free education, then
said that pupils in our days are competing for obtaining high scores.
Competition for high scores is the principal cause for the widespread
phenomenon of private tutoring in schools, some university faculties and
among children of craftsmen who can afford the expense. The whole principle
of equal opportunities in education has been undermined by this phenomenon,
the writer added.
Commenting on the recent measure taken by the Tax Administration to subject
income from private tutoring to taxation, the writer said that any
Incrimination of private tutoring would bring about its decisive end.

GENERAL SECONDARY EDUCATION
Methods of Memorization
96.

Jaheen, Mohamed, "signposts to Success in General Secondary Examina-

tion", (Ma'alim Tariq Al -Na jah ila Al -Thanawiyyah Ai -'Aammah)

,

Gumhouriyah" newspaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9270, (May 16, 1979), p. 11.
At the beginning of his article, the writer said that General Secondary
Certificate Examinations are responsible for the tensions suffered by
pupils sitting for them. He attempted to explain the reasons for such
tensions adding that fruitful memorization, comprehension and assimilation
need peace of mind.
The writer then explained the optimum method of memorization conducive to
prompt comprehension. This method calls for the preparation of a schedule
for studying, the provision of a suitable atmosphere for working, the comprehensive reading of each subject as a whole, the allowance for breaks
between periods of study for ensuring better assimilation, the early rise
from bed and the listening to relaxing music before going to examinations.
In the opinion of the writer, the foregoing formula would produce a good
result and a high score.

THE HANDICAPPED
97.
'Abdul Muttalib, Ahmed Mahmoud Mohamed,
Comparative
Education of the Bodily-Handicapped in the Arab Republic of
(Dirasah Muqaranah Li -Tarbiyat Al -Musawwaqun Badaniyyan fi
Misr Al-'Arabiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Education in Assiut,
pages.

Study on the
Egypt",
Jumhuriyyat
1979, 367
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- Dissertation presented to the Faculty of Education, Assiut University
for obtaining the degree of M.Z. in Comparative Education.
This thesis consists of nine chapters.

In the first chapter, the writer reviewed the problem of bodily-handicapped children and indicated its volume in the world in general and in
Egypt in particular.
In Chapter 2, he described the progress made in teaching the blind and the
deaf in the U.S.A., England and Egypt throughout history and till our day.
Chapter 3 deals with the psychological characteristics of the blind and the
deaf, including their rate of intelligence, perception, imagination,
individual and personal differences and ability to adjust. The writer also
mentioned some of their psychological needs.
In the fourth chapter, he reviewed the principles and aims of teaching the
bodily-handicapped and the necessary school systems developed for teaching
these categories. The writer, further, reviewed the curricula, teaching
methods and educational aids involved in the teaching of the handicapped
as well as the methods adopted in training teachers of handicapped pupils.
Chapter 5 dealt with the administratic
schools.

and finance of special education

In the sixth chapter, the writer reviewed the different educational
institutions responsible for the education of the bodily-handicapped
and mentioned the conditions of admission in such institutions.
Chapter 7 dealt with the methods applied in the Arab Republic of Egypt
for training teachers of the blind and deaf.
The eighth chapter dealt with the school curricula and the general trends
inherent in them and the school's financial and material possibilities.
In the last chapter of his dissertation, the writer reviewed his conclusions
and proposals concerning institutions, curricula, teacher training, school
administration and financing, all pertaining to the education of the bodily handicapped children in Egypt.
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HANDICAPPED PUPILS

Care For
98.

Ibrahim, Naiylah Mohamed, "Handicapped Children Recover their
Beautiful Smile on the Occasion of the International Child's Year",
(Vadat Al-Basmah Al-Mushrigah ila Shifaoh AlAtftal Al-Mu'awwegeen BiMunasabat Al-'AamAl-Dawli Lil-Titl), "Al-Shabab Wa-.UlumAl-Mustagbal",
2nd Year, Issue No. 11, (June 1979), pp 22-24.

The writer began her article describing the extent of interest shown in
children by different states, organizations and institutions on the
occasion of the International Child's Year and reviewed the reasons
justifying the extension of care to handicapped children through providing
them with the opportunity of leading a normal life. In this connection,
she cited the practice followed in France as reported in some French
newspaper, then pointed to the role played by the competent Ministries
(of Health, Social Affairs and Education), organizations, institutions,
associations and individuals in caring for the handicapped and enabling
them to pursue their study in a normal health, social and educational
atmosphere..
In conclusion, she listed names and addresses of centers, associations and
institutes which are in a position to help children suffering from chronic
diseases or who are handicapped.

ILLITERACY
Problems

Khater, Mohamed Rushdi, "The Problem of Illiteracy in Egypt; Its
Causes and a Proposed Plan for Overcoming it", (Mushkilat Al-Ummiyyah fi
Misr; Asbabuha Wa-Khuttah MUgtarahah Li-'Ilajiba), "Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah"(
(Magazine of Education), 31st Year, Issue No. 3, Way 1979), pp 69-81.
99.

In an introduction to his article, the writer reviewed the present status
of illiteracy in Egypt, related its causes, defined the "illiterate",
indicated his social level and showed the difference between an illiterate
and those who can read and write.
In order to determine the volume of the problem of illiteracy in Egypt,
he reproduced comparative figures basud on the 1976 statistics showing
the number of boys and girls who have had education in university or
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below university level and their proportion to the number of population,
then gave the figures of children who have reached the age of schooling
until he came to the category of illiterates.
In the opinion of the writer, illiteracy has several causes in Egypt,
including the serious problem of dropouts, the present socio-economic and
health problems and the lesser emphasis laid on woman education.
Towards a solution for the problem of illiteracy, the writer advanced some
suggestions, being: absorption of all children under compulsory age in
schools, formulating a 4-stage plan for Overcoming illiteracy and adopting
serious step 5 for putting this sound plan into effect.
In conclusion, he proposed curricula suitable for each level of illiterates
and reviewed the contents and types of curricula selected for this purpose.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Needs
Ramadan, 'Abdul 'Azim, "Deterioration of Industrial Education",
(Tadahwur Al-Mlees, AlSinati), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, 26th Year,
Issue No. 9311, (June 26,-1979)1 P. 5.
100.

Commenting on industrial education and explaining its important role in
progress, the writer said that this type of education is credited for
creating a class of technicians who represent a middle class between the
base of craftsmen and the summit of university graduates majoring in
engineering and advanced technology.
He then reviewed the history of industrial education in Egypt since the
days of Mohamed Ali, who felt the need for trained manpower in operating
governmental plants, and until the July 23, 1952 Revolution which
transformed Egypt from a country dependent on agricultural economy to a
country with an industrial economy.
The writer, moreover, reviewed the provisions of the Law on industrial
education enacted in 1956 and enumerated the educational institutes
established thereunder, describing the developments undergone by them.
In conclusion, he called for paying more attention to this type of education and providing it with the necessary posnibilities to ensure its
utmost efficiency.
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INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS

Establishment
101. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No. 83 of may 14, 1979 in Connection with Establishment of an
Industrial Secondary School Followint the 3-Year System for Printing at
Embabah, Giza Governorate", Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of
Education, 1979, 2 stencil pages.

This Resolution consists of 7 Articles.

Article 1 specifies the duration of study in this school, describes its
location and defines the name given to it.
The second article lists the special fields of study offered by this
school and the possibilities of further fields of specialization in the
future.
.Go

Article 3 specifies the Law which is applicable ft) this school.

The fourth article sets the date for the commencement f study in the
three classes and indicates the manner in which pupils are selected in
each year.
Article 5 is also concerned with the selection of pupils in the second
year following the school's inauguration.
The sixth article prescribes the procedure for working out the curricula
and school programmes.
This Resolution is to be published in the Official Gazette pursuant to
the seventh and last article.
..y...11.

INTELLECTUAL EDUCATION

'Moon, Mohamed 'Abdul Mohsen, "Intellectual Upbringing", (Al..
102.
Tanshiaah Al-Fikriyyah), "Sahifat Al-Maktabah", .(Library Magazine),
VOL 114 Issue No. 2, (April 4979), pp 40-49.
Following an introduction on the proper methods for the intellectual
upbringing of children in the course of which he defined the task of the
school and the home in this respect, the writer explained the function of
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the school as a social institution and emphasized the need for creating
good citizens in'the society.
Talking on the advantages of school libraries, he explained their role in
upbringing children during the time of schooling and described the respective
functions of the librarian and teacher in directing pupils to make good
use of the library. He explained the differences between the approach of
the teacher and the librarian.
Dealing with examinations, the writer showed how they influence the
cultural upbringing of the child and help children mature. Be explained the
library's attitude tnwards this problem and how to tackle it.
Talking on the other media of culture, the writer pointed to the advantages
of the television, cinema and theatre and emphasized the need for establishing
some coordination among them. In this respect, he explained the library's
position vis-a-vis these media.
He then explained the function of the library and the home in selecting
the material to be presented to youngsters and suggested some material
which the library coulm offer to youngsters in the different age groups
as from the age of 8 and until the age of 17, dividing this stretch of ten
years into six divisions.
Concluding the article, he described the home's exclusive role in child
upbringing duringthe pre-school age.
Following a summary of his article, the writer made some recommendations
dealing with the presentation of balanced material to youngsters, the role
of the home in child care, the need to augment cultural requirements to
keep pace with population increase, the transformation of school library
i40_4_center.of_cultural radiation_ and the establishment of
between the various cultural machineries at the time of planning for
the upbringing process.

INTERNATIONAL CHILD'S YEAR

Program
El-Sadat, Jihan Anwar, "Speech by the Committee of Child's Year",
(Unmet Lajnat 'Aam Al-Tifl) Supreme Council of Childhood, "The 1979
Child's Year", t'Aam Al-Tifl 1979), Cairo, 1979. pp 3-6.
103.
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This speech, delivered on behalf of the Egyptian Committee entrusted with
formulating the International Child's Year's programmes, deals emphatically
with the children's needs to health and social care today for the
benefit of their future life.
Dealing with the Child's Year, the speaker stressed the importance of
this occasion in determining the services children would be needing in
the future.
The speaker then indicated the importance of peace to the Egyptian child
and reviewed Egypt's endeavours for realizing a just peace. In explaining
the,child's needs in the era of peace, the writer covered the fields of
universal education, culture and social care. She called for an increased
number of nurseries and for training an adequate number of workers engaged
in child upbringing.
Concluding her speech, the speaker called for more child care in the field
of health, saying that children need continuous care during the Child's
Year and many years thereafter.

Studies

Supreme Council of Childhood, "The 1979 Child's Year", ('M m Al-Tifl
1979), Cairo, 1979, 49 pages.

104.

This book is issued on the occasion of the International Chad's Year
and contains nine articles dealing with different aspects of this occasion.
The first article consists of the address delivered on the occasion of
the Child's Year by the Chairman of the Egyptian Committee entrusted with
all matters relative to this occasion.
The child in the Arab Homeland is the topic of the se'ond article.
The third article contains a number of suggestions and ideas dealing with
the different fields connected with the International Child's Year.'
In the fourth article quotations from famous personalities on the occasion
of the Child's Year are reproduced.
The fifth article contains excerpts from the International Bulletin
issued in conjunction with the Child's Year.
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Article 6 is devoted to an account of the international contacts made for
designing an emblem to symbolize the International Child's Year. An
attempt was made at explaining what the selected emblem signifies.
The seventh article reviews the contacts made with some international
organizations with the aim of securing their participation in some projects
dealing with childhood in Egypt.
In the eighth article, a review is made of the various activities connected
with International Child's Year performed by the Ministry of Health, the
Ministry of social Affairs and Insurance and the State Information Service.
Major accomplishments by the Ministry of Education on the occasion of
International Child's Year are enumerated in the ninth and last article.

LANGUAGE TEACHING
Psychological Principles
105.

Sabi, Sayyed, *The Psychological Bases for Linguistic Training",

(Al -Uses Al -Hafsiyyah Lil-Tadribaat Al -Lughawiyyah), *Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah",
(Magazine of Education), 31st Year, Issue No. 3, (May 1979), pp 23-45.

.

Following an indication of the principal axes around which language teaching
revolves, the writer dealt with two trends: one purporting that languages
is connected with natural and physiological sciences and the other purporting that it is connected with social sciences. Both views were explained,
together with the factors underlying each.
The writer then explained the psychological bases for language training
and indicated how they may be applied in teaching Arabic to non-Arabic
speakers. In this connection, he emphasized the need for paying great attention to the perceptual-epistemological, emotional and psychologicalmotor
aspects of learning, indicating the impact of each of these psychological
aspects on the learning process and explaining the bases underlying each
training operation.

LAWS AND LEGISLATIONS
See: 8, 12, 52, 61, 65, 70, 71, 101, 114, 117, 119, 124, 136.
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LEARNING
106.

Dawoud, Aziz Hanna, "Introduction to Learning", U4adkhal ila AlTa'allum), in "Psychological and Bducatiorl Research and Readings",
Vol. 2, Cairo, The AngloiDirasaat Wa- Qiraat Nafsiyyth Wa-Tarbawiyy
Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, pp 1-61.
At the beginning of the- essay, the author indicated the importance of
s4bjecting the process c learning to study and analysis and reviewed the
aims sought through this research.
In explaining the nature of the process of learning, he indicated its
role in developing behavioural habits, inclinations and values and showod
how learning relate!: to the experiences acquired by the individual.

The author, further, reviewed some stew involved in a learning situation,
then quoted some definitions of loaning as given by psychologists, explaining the factors which influence it.
Dealing with maturity, the writer explained its meaning, underlined the
importance of this factor in the /earning process and indicated its relation
to learning.
In reviewing some experiments conducted on the human child to determ!ne
its maturity, the writer dealt with the meaning of motivations and described
the relation between motivations and learning. Likewise, he dealt with the
characteristics of conduct, psychological and social motivations and the
need for security, love, appreciation, success, freedom and discipline.
Other subjects dealt with in the essay include comprehensica, inclinations,
experience, training, directives, trends and values, all of which were
defined by the author who indicated how they relate to and have bearing on
learning.

He want on to review the methods adopted in promoting learning efficiency
and dealt with learning fixation, whole and part learning, rote learning,
reward and punishment and competition and cooperation in learning.
In conclusion, the author explained the theories of learning, particularly
conditional, trial and error and insightful learning.
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Difficulties
107.
'Othman, Sayyed Ahmed, "Learning Diffiealties", (Stubaat AlTallum), Cairo, The Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, 52 pages.

Following an introduction on the importance of learning to the ration and
the existing relation between learning or. the one hand and away AMMS,
determination and taste on the other, the author divided the ter.
"his
book into five sections.
In the first chapter, he described the difficulties of learning and
indicated that any psychological pressures result in increasing them.
Be emphasized that any such difficulties should receive early treatment.

A distinction is drawn in Section 2 between learning difficulties and
academic retardation. The school's role in dealing with learning difficulties
is also explained.
In the third section, the author described the process whereby learning
difficulties could be traced and diagnosed. Be presented an exemplary
method for determining and diagnosing learning difficulties.
Section 4 is concerned with the general principles of therapeutic learning
and revieus its nature, context and practices. P. programme for applying
therapeutic learning in school is reviewed.
In the fifth and last section, the author indicated to What extent learning
difficulties and their eventual treatment reflect on the society.
The book ended with a bibliographical list of Arabic and foreign books
consulted by the author in preparing his
terial.

Readings
108. Dauvud, 'Axis Hanna, "Psychological ana Educatisnal Research and
222g1B2!", (Dirasaat we-gireet BafsiyYah Wa-Tarbawiyyah), Vol. 2, Cairo,
The Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, 171 pages.

This part of the book includes a number of essays dealing with several
educational topics.
Aftir stressing the need for books and articles dealing with educational
subJects, psychological information and educational and 1isychologic4.
experience, the writer reviewed the contents of his 3-volume book.
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Volume 2 consists of four essays, (all of which are reviewed in this volume
of Selected Bibliography).
The first essay consists of a general int.:oduction on education in which
the writer defined education, described the nature of the learning process
and reviewed some definitions of learning.

In the second essay, he reviewed the scientific principles of education,
including its concept, justifications and bases.

/

The third essay, carrying the title "Psychology of Adult Education",
reviews the concept and basics of adult education.
The fourth and last essay deals with the educational requirements of
Arab unity. He divided this essay into two parts, the first dealing with
background information on Arab unity and the second reviewing the educational
requirements under such unity.

LEISURE TIME
Summer Vacations
109. Ehairallah, Isaa'il 'Abdul Fadil, "How Do our Youth Spend their
-Ahrmm" newsLeisure Time", (Kayfa Yaqdi Shababuna 'ala Al -Faragh),
paper, 105th Yeas, Issue No. 33786, (June 12, 1979), p. 7.

Dealing with the Problem of how to make good use of leisure time crow
which Egyptian youth are suffering in summer vacations, the writer said
that the existing public libraries and sporting clubs are inadequate to
check this problem. The excessive rise in book prices has added to the
intensity of this problem, he said.
In the opinion of the writer, the cultural crisis from which Egyptian
youth are Complaining could be properly overcome if libraries are established
at home, in clubs and in public places, if contests are organized amor:
students and if appealing devices are utilized to generate interest in
reading among young men. This, he concluded, would create a new generation
ben. on learning and interested in culture.
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LIBRARY SERVICE
Evaluation
110.
Karam, Medhat, "Evaluation and Library Service", (Al-Taqweem
Wal-ithidmah Al-Maktabiyyah), "Sahifat Al-Maktabah", (Library Magazine),
Vol. 11, Issue No. 2, (April 1979), pp 13-20.

Following an introduction on the aims envisaged from evaluating library
service, the writer reviewed the elements involved in the evaluation
process and the considerations taken into account for fulfilling the
purposes of such an evaluation.
Talking on the aims of the evaluation process, the writer said there are
two categories of aims: special aims which are directly connected with the
evaluation process and general aims which are indirectly connected with
the process, explaining each of these aims.
The writer then reviewed evaluation methods, laying emphasis on two types
of tests: accomplishment and mental. Re also explained the conditions to
be fulfilled in evaluation methods such as objectivity, test reliability,
accuracy and distinction.
After explaining the difference between evaluation and measurement, the
writer concluded his article with a talk on the librarian and the needto
subject his efficiency to assessment.

MATHEMATICS
Evaluation - Secondary Schools
11
'Ebeid, William, The Role of General SecExaminati-Ins in
Developing Mathematics Curricula", (Ddwz- Imtihanaat Al-Thanawiyyah AlsAammah fi Tatweer Manahij Al-Riyadiyyat) , Cairo, Center for Development
of Science Teaching, 1979, 13 pages.

The writer began his essay with an indication of the importance of
General Secondary Education Certificate examinations in the educational
system in Egypt, then explained the problem of examinations and their
resulting pressures and sufferings and indicated the efforts exerted
to face General Secondary examinations.
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He then reproduced statistical data on the number of pupils sittino fr.A.
General Secondary examinations in the three branches, the percentages of
succeeding pupils as well as the percentages of those obtaining full mark
in modern and traditional mathematics examinations. He compared these
rates with those of preceding years and explained the underlying factors
influencing them.

The writer that the foregoing results should indicate the need for a
revision of the existing mathematics curricula, thus benefitting from
examination results in developing curricula.
Concluding his article, the writer re-iterated that the functions of
General Secondary Certificate examinations include, inter alia, the
revision of the aims sought by teaching mathematics and the reconsideration
of their teaching methods.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
'Accomplishments - Child's Year
112.
"Major Accomplishments by the Ministry of Education on the Occasion
of Celebrating the International Child's Year", (Ahamm InJazaat Wizarat
Al -Tarbiyah wal-Taileem Si -Munasabat Al-Ihtifaal Sil-sAann Al-Dawli LilTif1), The Supreme Council of Childhood, "The 1979 Child's Year", ('Aam
Al -Tifl 1979), Cairo, 1979, pp 43-49.

This report consists of three parts.
Part 1 reviews the accomplishments of the Ministry of Education in the
fields of child upbringing and education. These include the plans laid by
the Ministry for the 1979 Child's Year, the care extended by the Ministry
to children in tne pre-school level and the endeavours made by the Ministry
to open nurseries in language schools in Cairo, Alexandria and Giza as
from 1978/79. Plans for spreading nurseries in Egypt and the role played
by UNICEF in this respect are also covered in the report.
Other subjects mentioned in this Part includes the Ministry's efforts for
securing full absorption in schools of all children under compulsory age,
steps taken to issue primary school pupils with school meals with the
assistance of some international organizations, plans for opening special
classes for handicapped children equipped with the necessary facilities,
contemplated plans for expanding basic education, establishment of schools
with one single class and issuance of periodicals designed for children.
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educational research
The second xmxt.of the report deals with the
Center for Educational
conducted within the framework of the National
sade of the research completed on basic skills and
Research. A review is
children leaving primAty education continue to.retain them.
to what estop,
the
The rop....4, further, reviewed the survey prepared by the Center on
in
the
of the 1979 Child Year and described the Center's role
ocaspion
4,..tivities performed by international, regional and local bodies concerned
04th childhood.

The third and last part is concerned with the activities of the Consultative
Office and describes the international contests and exhibitsans in which
Egyptian children displayed their art work through the Office.

MUSICAL EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Teaching Methods
Sadek, Amaal Ahmed Mukhtar, "Musical Education: Psychology versus
113.
Teaching Method", (Al-Tarbiyah Al-Musiqiyyah bayna 'Lim Al-Nafs Wa-Tariqat
Al Tadrees), Cairo, 'Asian Al-Kutub, 1979, 142 pages.
This book falls into eleven chapters.
In Chapter 1, the author reviewed the fields of psychology while the
4,-- four-4.Jc ,i,Iptees were devoted to psychology and teaching. Here,
the author dealt with feelings, comprehension and attentiveness.

The fifth chapter entitled "Psychology of Tests", deals with the psychological measurements in general and musical measurements in particular, with
an inalootfon of `hp role of heredity and environment in the musical

atOity.
Chapter 6 deals with the psychology of learning and indicates the method
in which a musical piece is learnt%
In the seventh chapter, the author explained the psychology of growth in
the general sense of the word while the eighth chapter is devoted to
musical growth, with an indication of the relation between growth and
learning.
Personality development through music is explained in the ninth chapter
which also dealt with the role of music in developing consideratio.1
to other people, the tight to listen to music and international understanding through music.

In the tenth chapter, she described the personality traits of a successful
musical instructor and reviewed a set of model lessons on musical
appreciation.
The eleventh and last chapter is concerned with the relation between musical.
learning and democracy.

NURSERIES
Establishment
114. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Circular No. 26
Dated April 41 1979 in Connecticm d.th the System of Work in the Nursery
Classes Annexed to Some Teacher Z. fining Colleges or Primary Schools
Attached Thereto", Cairo, Cabinet of the First Undersecretary of the
Ministry of Education for Primary Education and Teacher Training Colleges,
Ministry of Education, 1979, 4 stencil pages.

This Circular is concerned with nursery classes annexed either to
teacher training colleges or to primary schools attached to these colleges.
It indicates the procedure for obtaining a permit to open a nursery and
specifies the conditions to be fulfilled before such permit is granted.
The Circular also mentions the tools and equipment needed in nurseries,
the system of admission, the number of children in each nursery class,
the manner in which nurseries are supervised and the task of headmasters
and section inspectors in each Educational Directorate in supervising
nurseries.
Other topics covered by the Circular include the manner in which mistresses
are selected for nurseries and the categories from which they are chosen,
the manner in which children in nurseries are supervised, the procedure for
selecting a Board in each nursery and the functions of the said Board,
the proceeds from tuition fees and the manner in which they are expended
and tha books and records to be kept by each nursery.

PARENTS' COUNCILS
Organization
Riad, IsWt'il, "Parents' and Teachers' Councils, Why and How?",
(Majalis Al-Aaba Wal-Mu'allimeen, Limaza Wa-Kayfa?), Cairo, Maktaba..
Al-Qahirah Al-Hadithah, 1979, 135 pages.
115.
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This book is divided into three main parts.

The first part deals with the creation, development and constitution of
Parents' and Teachers' Councils which represent different levels and
leaderships.
In the second part, the writer reviews the aims of Parents' and Teachers'
Councils and the manner in which they establish cooperation between the
school and the home. He also indicates how such cooperation could be
enhanced and how obstacles could be overcome.

The author deals in the same part with students' needs and student body,
then indicates the Parents' Councils' role in students' spiritual, cooperative
health and educational matters and in the service of the environment's
economic, cultural and social projects.
The third part is concerned with the procedures for organizing Parents'
and Teachers' Councils and explains their set-up, characteristics and
various guidelines for their proper performance in all undertakings
and at all levels.
The writer concludes this part with a review of some of the obstacles and
problems encountered by Teachers' and Parents' Councils with practical
suggestions advanced for overcoming them.

PERMS

NEIC EDUCATION

Teachers - Training
116. Tewfik, 'Awed, "Continuous Educatistra Teacher Traini_mwithin its
Context", (Al-Tarbiyah Al-Nustammirrah Wa-Tadrees Al-Mu'allimeen71
Itariha), Cairo, Agency of Documentation and Educational Informations
National Center for Educational Research, 1979, 12 pages.

Following an introduction on continuous education, the writer dealt with
the traditional methods of education. With the advent of the scientific
and technological revolution, birth was given to the concept of perpetual
education or life -time learning, the writer added.
He then divided his article into two parts. The first part dealt with the
concept of and practices of perpetual education, mentioning in particular
the role played by open universities, work universities and learning by
correspondence.
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The second part of the article is devoted to on-job teacher training
within the general framework of continuous education.
Following a brief introduction to this part on the importance of perpetual
education for teachers, he dealt with the programmes of training while in
service saying that such continuous process of training is most vital for
the teacher's continuous professional growth and progress. In this connection, he cited the examples of organized training programmes and selfdevelopment practices.
A bibliographical list of references is appended to the article.

PERSONNEL
Encouragement Bonuses

117. JI.R.E.,Legislations, Laws, Regulations, .s. etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No. 81 Dated May 13, 1979 in Connection with the General sle s
Governing Encouragement Bonuses Due to Ministry of Education's Personnel",
Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of-Education, 1979, 6 stencil
pages.,

This Resolution consists of three articles.
The first article sets the conditions to be fulfilled in eligible
candidates receiving the encouragement bonus, wheaer such
ledidates are
teachers, headmasters, school principals, section inspectors in the primary
stage or subject inspectors in the preparatory and secondary stages
or 'any equivalent stage.

Article 2 specifies the conditions to be fulfilled in eligible candidates
among employees occupying the First Rank or higher executive jobs.
The third art$-Ie listed the officials in the Ministry and in the
Directorates of Education
the Governorates who are responsible for the
implementation of this Resolution after fulfilling all requirements
involved.
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PHILOSOPHY OP EDUCATION
118.
'Ebeid, Ahmed Hussein, "The EducatiooslAyst9m's Philosophy and the
Structure of Educational Policies; A Comorative Stu tip (Falsafat
Nixes Al-Ta*leemi Wa-Bunyat Al-Siasaat AlTar w yyah; Etrasah Mmaranah),
Cairo, The Anglo-Egyptian Bookshop, 1979, 291 pages.

la an introduction to his book, the author explained the aims sought
from writing it and the bearing it has on the spread of educational
culture. He also reviewed the problems of the educational system in
Egypt.

The text of the book followed in eight chapters.
In Chapter 1, he dealt with the system of education, its philosophy and
problems.
Chapter 2 deals with the developments underwent by compulsory education
and indicates the considerations warranting its universal imposition. Here,
the author pointed to the need for organizing compulsory education in the
light of the more advanced educational principles.
The third chapter is concerned with pre-school education. It describes the
problems arising from the expansion in nurseries and kindergarten and
gives examples obtained from the experience of foreign countries in this
field.

In Chapter 4, the author indicated what is meant by primary education and
described the developments underwent by this type of education, showing how
it differs from preparatory education and indicating the problems faced
by it.

The fifch chapter is devoted to secondary education. Here, the writer
explains the necessary steps involved in spreading it and describes the
experience of other countries in this field.
In Chapter 6, the author dealt with higher and university education,
indicated the fun-'ton of each and described the requisites in students
applying to and selected for this type of education. He dealt, further,
with university staff and how to insure their proper training and university
autonomy and how to safeguard it as well as the circumstances required for
such autonoxy.

The seventh chapter defines the teacher's function and duty in bringing up
good citizens. It also deals with the profession of teaching and indicates
the world trends in teacher training.
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In the eighth and last chapter, the author summarized the preceding chapters,
pointed to the passive aspects in the present status of education in Egypt
and called for immediate steps for remedying such shortcomings.
A bibliographical list of Arabic and foreign books consulted by the author
is appended to the book.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Legislations - Fees
119. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations
etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No. 100 Dated June 13, 1979 for Intensifying Sports, Boy Scouts
and Girls Guides Activities*, Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of
Education, 1979,-7 stencil pages.

This Resolution consists of thirteen articles.
Article 1 determines the additional fees payable by pupils in the various
stages of education as from the academic year 1979/80 for sports activities.
The second rrticle indicates the manner in which the proceeds of such fees
are distributable.
Article 3 indicated the procedure followed in collecting these fees.
The fourth article defines the items of expenditure in which schools are
authorized to use the proceeds of these fees.
Article 5 indicates the procedure for spending the proceeds of such fees
by the various Educational Administrations and Directorates in Governorates
and the Directorate-General for Physical and Military Education. It also
specifies the items of expenditure permissible.
The sixth article subjects all expenditures made from the proceeds to the
rules and regulations governing any expenditures made.
Article 7 provides for the creation of * Board of Control in each school
and Educational Directorate for super wing the Lands collected as sports
fees.

The eighth article requires all machineries to restrict their expenditures
to the limits of the approved budget.
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Article 9 provides that the accounts of the sports fees shall be audited
by the competent 'financial and administrative orientation committees in
the respective Educational Directorates.
The tenth and eleventh articles provide that the fiscal year for the funds
collected for sports activities shall correspond to the academic year. They
also stipulate that a general plan for the activities of physical education
shall be prepared by September 1 of each year.
Acccwrding to Article 12, Directors of Education in the different Governorates
and the Director-General of Physical and Military Education in the Ministry
may spend from the proceeds of these fees on intensifying athletic life, boy
scouts and girls guides,
.

The thirteenth and last article is concerned With_the implementation of
this Resolution as from the acade...ic year 1979/80.

Organization of Groups
120. Sudan, Salem 'Abdul Latif, "Impact of Dividing Pupils into Homogeneous
Groups as to Age, Height and Weight in Programmes of Physical Education
on motor Ability". (maaa:Taciseem Al-Talameez ila Majmulaat Mutajanisah
min haythu Al-Sinn wal-Tul Wal-Warn fi Baramij Al-Tarbiyah Al-Riyadiyyah
'Ala Al-Qudrah Al-Rarakiyyah), "Dirasaat Wa-Buhuth", (Studies and Research),
Vol. 2, Issue No. 1, (May 1979), pp 129-134.

Following an introduction on the importance of and the aims sought from
his research, the writer described the steps involved in carrying out the
research, including the sample selected, the tests conducted and the
experiment undertaken.
The writer then analysed the data obtained and the findings reached,
indicating in this respect the importance of the division of pupils into
homQgeneous groups as to age, height and weight in developing their motor
ability.
Concluding his research, he advanced some recommendations for eventual
adoption, calling for observing the same homogeneous division in physical
education, provided teachers are enlightened about its importance and
trained on performing such division.
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Physical Fitness
'Eweiss, Mussed, "Research on, the Physical Fitness of Youngsters
and Youth", (Bahth Al-Layagah Al-Dadamiyyah Lil-Nashaa Wel-Shabaeb),
Cairo, Agency of Sports, National Council for Youth and Sports, 1979,
13S pages.
121.

This research consists of four chapters.

In Chapter 1, the writer explained his method of research and field
survey, indicated the reasons for selecting this topic, underlined the
importance of the topic from a scientific point of view, defined the problem
involved and explained the aim and scope of the research and the tools
utilized in compiling the necessarir data, as well as the steps taken for
developing the research.
Chapter 2 sets the theoretical framework of the research, describes the
present condition of physical and sports education in Egypt and points to
the importance of this type of education to the human society.
In the same Chapter, the"writer reviewed some concepts and expressions
used in his research and elaborated on youth centers which act as educational
institutions for recreation and utilization of leisure time.
In Chapter 3, he reviewed the results obtained from applying his test to
sample members according to the various technical levels.
The research ended with Chapter 4 which contained the writer's findings on
the causes for the poor standard of bodily growth, height and weight, the
results of the policy of instability in Egyptian system of physical and
sports education and the need for detecting the reasons of physical unfitness by the combined work of a group of specialists in all fields.
This Chapter ended with recommendations emphasizing physical fitness
and laying down the necessary plans for conducting research and studies
on physical fitness.

/...4.8.

A bibliographical list of Arabic and foreign reference books consulted
by the writer and copy of the questionnaire used in the survey are
appended.
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POLITICAL EDUCATION
122.

Mohamed, Ahmed Pares, "Political Education under the Umbrella of
Peace", (Al -Tarkiyah Al -Siyasiyyah fi Zill Al-Salaam), "Al -Ahras" newspaper, 108th Year Issue No. 33802, (June 28, 1979), p. 7.
Commenting on President sadat's visit to Jerusalem, the writer said that
this visit has created a cultural confrontation between Egypt and Israel.
He went on to say that the Israeli propaganda media and policies of
political upbringing have consistently distorted the image of the Egyptian
personality in particular and the Arab personality in general in the
eyes of Israelis. With the eventual co-existence and direct contacts
between Egypt and Israel, several principal facets of the Zionist creed
have been abandoned. On its part, Egyptian propaganda media and educational
material began distinguishing between Israel and Zionism. Information and
educational media in Israel are expected to desist from any further
propagation of Zionist principles.
The writer said that a gradual process shot'td be adopted in Egypt in
changing the context of tsAt books and propaganda media towards Israel,
saying that a sudden change would have a reverse effect on the pupils'
deeply inculcated values and concepts and would make them doubt anything
they learn.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

Reform
A.R.E., National Council of Education, Scientific Research and
123.
Technology, "Reforming Primary Education", (Islaah Al -Ta'leem Al -Ibtidaei),
Cairo, sub-Committee on General Education and Training, 1979, 128 pages.
As stated in its introduction, this booklet reviews the accomplishments
and surveys made by the National Council of Education in dealing with the
questions, problems and other facets of primary education. The booklet
also contains the Council's recommendations on these matters.
In an introduction to the booklet, the history of primary education in
Egypt since the 1923 Constitution was issued and till this day is related.
Data contained in this introduction deal with the duality of primary
schools, the diversification of curricula, text books and systems of
examinations, the future of students and their relation to other stages
of education.
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The booklet it subsequently divided into two parts.
The first part deals with the educational ladaay. the duration of sdeswfsry
education, the rate of absorption between 1968/69 ano 197079 and the
reasons for the slow progress in such rate. An indication is also given
to the manner in which the rate could be stepped up.
In this pat: other topics dealt with include the problem of dropouts in
the compulsory stage, its features. proportions and volume. The booklet,
further, reviewed some variables having a bearing on the problem of dropouts
and also reviewed the findings obtained from field surveys. Causes of,
dropouts and encouraging factors were also given in addition to the efforts
exerted by the Ministry of Education to check this phenomenon.
The second part deals with the modernization of primary education as to
aims, curricula, teaching methods, social and health care, religious
education, students behaviour, school administration and technical supervision. Modernization of primary schools calls for experimentation and
research, on all aspects of school activities.

PRIMARY SCHOOL INSPECTORS

Appointment
124. A.R.E., Legislations. Laws, Regulations
etc., "Circular No. 33
Dated May 31, 1979 in Connection with the Specialized Qualifications
Required in Primary School Inspectors", Cairo, Cabinet of the First
Undersecretary of the Ministry of Education for Primary Education and
Teacher Training Colleges, Ministry of Education, 1979, 3 stencil pages.

Following an initial reference to Part 4 of the Ministerial Resolution
No. 160 of 1976 in connection with the procedure for occupying the job
of primary school inspectors, the Circular reviewed the reasons justifying
its issuance and indicated its practical value to Educational Directorates.
The Circular then specified the qualifications required in primary school
inspectors of Arabic, mathematics, sciences, civics, art education, home
economics, physical education, musical education and, lastly, agricultural
education, then ended with a concluding paragraph on the importance of
complying with its contents in nominating candidates for inspection in the
primary stage of education.
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PRIMARY SCHOOL LIBRARIES
125. Kazem, Medhat, "Primary School Library ", (Maktabat Al-Madrasah
Al-Ibtidaiyyah), Cairo, The Association of School Libraries, 1979, 102
pages.

This book consists of eleven chapters.

The first chapter deals with the library of the first stage of education,
its philosophy, fields and services.
Chapter 2 defines the aim of this survey and describes the methods
utilized in developing the subject of school libraries.
The third chapter reviews same experiments undertaken by school libraries
with the aim of enriching curricula and enumerates the services the
library could extend to gifted children or those suffering from bodily
handicaps or mentally retarded.
Chapter 4 explains the library's role in orienting readership and elaborates
the programmes suitab4 for such purpose.
The fifth chapter indicates the library's duty in directing pupils towards
acquiring knowledge.
Chapter 6 emphasizes the need for close cooperation between the teacher
and the librarian and points to the major areas of cooperation in this
respect.
In the seventh chapter, the writer explained the methods whereby school
libraries may attain their aims, including the organization of exhibitions
and the publication of booklets and pamphlets.
The eighth chapter reviewed some experiments aimed of promoting use of
libraries in the first level of primary schools.
Chapter 9 indicates the role of the School administration and the
headmaster's responsibility in developing school library programmes.
The tenth chapter deals with the library's social activities and indicates
the benefits resulting from the relations established between the librarian
and parents. The author showed how parents could aw.tist in promoting the
library's mission.
The eleventh and last chapter deals with the primary school library as a
tangible fact without which the school is rendered unable to perform its
educational task.
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PRIVATE TUTORING
126.
Mustafa, Hassan, "Private Tutoring in Public education", (Al-Durus
Al-Kbususiyyah fil-Tageem Al-lAamm), "periodical
H--S1J2 L.AUJUUM4i
National Councils", 4th Year, Issue No. 2, (April-June 1979), asp 21-25.

Following an introduction on the phenomenon of private tutoring which is
completely contradictory to the official policy of education in Egypt,
the writer reviewed reports prepared on this phenomenon by the Agency of
Mobilization and Statistics and the Board of AdMinistrative Control.
Be then indicated the effect such phenomenon is having on low-income
categories and on the behaviour of both teachers and pupils.
In the opinion of the writer, the problem of private tutoring could be
wiped out if the following suggested recommendations are adopted: extending
school day and school year, evaluation of teachers' and headmasters'
performance on the basis of examination results, checking pupils' regular
attendance, insuring full professional qualification of teachers through
the introduction of in-service training programmes and providing intensive
courses to groups of pupils with weak academic record.

PUPILS

Admission - Language School Nurseries
127. Nasr, Ahmed, "Language School Nurseries and how to Handle the Long
Waiting Lists", INadanat Al-Lughaat Wa-Kayfa Tuwajih Qawaiym Al- Intizaar
Al-Taweelah), "Al- Ahram" newspaper, 10Sth Year, Issue No. 33750, stay 7,
1979), p. 6.

This article is concerned with nursery schools in general and the ones
annexed to private foreign language schools which have long waiting lists.
Following an introduction on the high demand on such nurseries and the
strict conditions of admission placed by these schools, the writer said
that many obstacles, including that of age limitations, are placed by the
principals and headmasters of these schools under the pressure of high,
demand.
After interviewing parents as well as nursery principals, the writer said
that the solution for all problems lies in two things: expansion of
nurseries and removal of the age limitation.
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Before concluding his article, be described the procedure for distributing
children on the available room in nurseries and mentioned emus special
cases which bar entrance in nurseries. Solutions for the foregoing problems
were proposed by the writer.

SCHOLARS
Conferences

'

128.
El-Sebaei, Labib, "Bgypt's Internal and External Issues Discussed by
Egyptian Scholars Abroad' A University Issue", (Qadaya Misr Al-Dakhiliyyah
Wal-Ithariliyyah Yunagishuha Al-Mab'uthun Al-Misriyun fil-Mharij, Qadiyyah
amiliYYah), "Al-Ahraa Al»Igtisadi" magazine, Issue No. 570, (May 15,
1979), pp 30-31.

This article deals with the 24th Conference held in London by the Associationof Egyptian Students in the United Kingdom. It reviewed the issues
discussed in the Conference and the preceding preparations taken as well
as the discussions held in the Conference's committees, such information
obtained from a report by the Director of the Office of Educational Missions
in London.
The writer then dealt with the relations between the Egyptian Association of
Students in the U.K. and the Arab Union of Students, saying that the
resolutions adopted by the Conference asserted the Egyptian Association's
independence from any custody exercised by any union of Arab students
abroad.
The Director of the Egyptian Office of Educational Missions in Landon was
quoted as complimenting the Student's Conference which consolidated
Egypt's internal and external issues.
In conclusion, the writer said that Egyptian students abroad are playing
an effective role in serving the Egyptian society and abiding by its values
and principles.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCES

Guides
129. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, Directorate-General for Financial and
Administrative Guidance, "School Guide for Financial and Administrative

Affairs", Maisel Al-Madrasah itl.Shuoun Al-Maliyyah Val -Idariii07-Cairo, 1979, 278 p.
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This Guide consists of six parts comprising thirty-nine chapters.
Part 1, containing the first three chapters, deals with the duties and
functions of the School Administration. In Chapter 1, simplified definitions
of the financial and administrative terms were given. The second chapter
defined the functions of the school's headmaster or principal, secretary,
school discipline enforcing officer and superintendent of supplies. Chapter 3
reviews the activities to be followed up by the headmaster or principal on
a periodical or semester basis.
The second part consists of thirteen chapters dealing with the financial
and administrative affairs of the school. The first of these chapters
deals with school safes and the manner in Which they are kept in good
custody. Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the running and temporary petit cash
loan. Important books to be kept by schools are listed in the fourth chapter,
while the fifth chapter deals with collection and proceeds. Expenditure
items are defined in the sixth chapter. Chapter 7 is concerned with the
regulations concerning travel and transportation allowances. In the eighth
chapter, a distinction is drawn between open tenders and directly-negotiated
transactions. Chapter 9 deals with the projected permanent capital.
Employee affairs, including salaries, remunerations, vacations and transfers
are all covered in Chapters 10 through 12. In the thirteenth chapter, an
explanation is given about incoming and outgoing books and the period in
respect of which they are required to be kept.
Part 3, consisting-of eight chapters, is concerned with certain matters
such as the arrangement of classes, sale in instalments in industrial
schools, intensive courses for groups of students, picnics, cooperative
restaurants in primary schools, cooperative societies in schools, stamped
school forms and certificates, nutritions plans for pupils and school
libraries.
Part four consists of two chapters and is concerned with the functions of
school secretary.
The fifth part, which comprises two chapters, deals with the functions of
the discipline enforcing officer as regards newcomers, attendance, transfer
of pupils. hostels and control of school activities.
The sixth and last part contains ten
ofthe superintendent of supplies as
text books, classification of items,
societies, school buildings receipt
books.

chapters dealing with the functions
regards warehouses, inventory goods,
raw material and products of school
and delivery and renewal of inventory

A list of bibliographical material is appended to this Guide.
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SCHOOL CURRICULA

Evaluation
130. Mohamed, Samir 'Abdul 'Awl, "The Role of Evaluation in the Developsent of School Curricula ", (Dater Al-Teqweem fi Tatweer Al-Muorraraat
'Al-Dirasiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University, 1979,
9 pages.

After stating that evaluation is necessary for the development of any school
curricula, the writer said that evaluation has three facets: to determine
the real worth and effectiveness of the curriculum and the extent to which
such curriculum realizes its ultimate aims, to direct teachers to so
adjust the educational process as to correspond to the curriculums and to
pass a fair judgement on the extent to which the process of curriculum
development itself has been successful and also to determine the suitability.
of the teaching methods and systems and their consistenty with theoretical
plans and practical application.
The writer than reviewed the elements to be taken into consideration in
any evaluation of developed school curricula in the light of inputs and
outputs. inputs include the general standard of pupils and teaching
strategies. Outputs include the effectiveness and efficiency of the
development process and the available possibilities such as educational
aids, teachers' competence and material and administrative facilities
available, apart from the outcome of the teaching process and the educational
activities and experiences.
In conclusion, the writer explained the process of evaluating the various
aspects of a school curriculum which include accomplishment tests, case
studies and questionnaires.

SCHOOL LIBRARIES
'Abdul Saki, Zeidan, "School Libraries", (Maktabaat Al-Madares),
"Al- Akhbar" newspaper, 27th Year, Issue No. 8365, (April 16, 1979), p. 7.
131.

In this article, the writer emphasized the need for establishing a library
in each school and describes its functions as well as the function of the
librarian in developing the habit of reading among children.
The writer pointed to the type Of books catering for each stage and level
of education, adding some observations on the inadequacies encountered in
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libraries visited by him. He also pointed to the manner in which these
inadequacies may be met.
Dealing with the role of information media in developing the habit of
reading among youngsters, the writer said that while serious reading is
most desirable, the media are inclined to emphasize artificiality and
superficiality, thus harming the new generation. He called for a revision
of the programmes offered by the media to insure its adequacyln this
respect.

132. Xazem, What* "you and the Library ", (Ante Nal-Maktabah)* Cairo,
The Association of School Libraries* 1979, 125 pages.

Following an introduction on the history of books and libraries in general
and the history of libraries in Egypt in particular* the writer elaborated
on the role of the Libraries of Alexandria, Al-Azhar and the Egyptian
National Library.
As to school libraries, he indicated their place among other types of
libraries, stressed their importance and pointed to its role in serious
and recreational readings and in serving the environment and the local
community.
The writer then dealt with the subsidiary libraries branching from the
main school library, such as the respective libraries of the class,
school subjects and extra curricular activities. He indicated that school
libraries are the center of school groups formed by them, particularly
groups of publicity and propaganda, press and publications, friends of
the library, library club, researching on the local community* foreign
relations and correspondence ... etc.
After dealing with public libraries and the procedure followed for
selecting good books, the writer reviewed the systems of classification,
cataloging and indexing and borrowal of books from school libraries.
He also explained other library activities, such as compiling files of
data, utilization of newspapers and magazines and making good use of
audio-visual aids.
The book ended with a bibliographical list of the Arabic references
consulted by the author.
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Selected Books - Primary Schools
133. Dabash, Mohamed 'Abdul Wailed, "Classified Card Catalog of Books
Selected for Primary School Libraries from 1973/74-to 1977/78", (ki-Fihris
Al-Musannaf LiiKutub Al-Mukhtarah Li-Maktabaat Al-Madares Al-Iktidaiyyah
min 1973/1974 ila 1977/78), by Mohamed 'Abdul Wailed Dabash and Sayyedah
Abdul Rahman Mohamed, Cairo, Association of School Libraries, 1979,

72

pages.

This document consists of complete bibliographical listing of the books
selected for acquisition by primary school libraries during the period
1973/74 through 1977/78.
Following an introduction on the need to be selective in acquiring books
for primary school libraries, the compilers classified the selected books
according to the Dewey Decimal system, beginning with general works,
religions, sociology, philology, natural sciences, useful arts, fine arts,
literature and ending with geography and history.
Each group of these books was sub - classified according to the specific
subjects covered, giving the respective card catalog number of each book
as well as the names of authors.

The document ended with an alphabetical list of all books covered and
another list, also arranged alphabetically, of all authors.
See also: 125.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Development
'Ali, Sa'id Ismail, "Secondary Education: Status and Future",
(Al-Teleem Al-Thanawi; Al-Waqi' Wal-Mustaqbal), Cairo, Dar Al-Thaqafah
Wal-Nashr, (1979), 165 pages.
134.

This book was prepared in collaboration with World Bank for the benefit
and guidance of an a&-boc committee entrusted with the preparation,of a
comprehensive survey on teachers of the second educational stage (i.e.
preparatory and secondary) in Egypt.
The first of the book's parts deals with the communal dimensions of
secondary education. Here, a study of the community was recommended, both
for the benefit of education in general and for the teacher in particular.
Focus was placed on communal characteristics, requirements, problems,
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challenges, security and hopes, all of which were studied with reference
to education.

.

Part 2 deals with the beginnings and development of the secondary stage
of education and indicates its place on the educational sap. it explains
the present status of the second stage of education and reviews its problems,
mainly-the inadequacy of goals and of the means to attain them. it, further,
indicates the place of the second stage of education in the educational
pyramid and points to its inability to keep abreast with social change. it
mentioned the fact that this stage has a dual nature, as it comprises
academic and technical branches. It pointed to the disequilibrium between
the second stage of education and the needs of national economy.
In conclusion, the book dealt with the steps involved in reforming and
developing this stage, including the introduction of a new formula and the
assumption of a leading role in developing the local community and in
overcoming the problems of technical education.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Sobhi, Sayyed, "Man and His Social Behaviour", (Al -insaan Ma Second Edition, Cairo, Dar Murjaan Lil-Tiba'ah,
1979, 239 pages.
135.

Sulukuhu Al -ijtinsaii),

Following an introduction on the book's significance and value to the
individual and the society, the writer arranged his text in five chapters.
Chapter 1 defines social psychology, relates the developments underwent
by it and underlines the importance of studying it.
in Chapter 2, he reviewed some main approaches to the study of social
psychology, emphasized the role of experimentation in such a study and
mentioned a number of tools used in compiling the necessary data on human
behaviour.
The third chapter is concerned with social upbringing and adjlistment. it
traces the influence of heredity and environment in human behaviour and
relates the bases for the social adjustment process from childhood to
old age.

Chapter 4 deals with social trends. Following a definition of these trends,
the author described their nature and the manner in which they could be
measured.
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The fifth chapter deals wit h some acts of behaviour and the role of
leadership in the society. The author described the types of leaderships
and the process of decision-making. Here, he discussed the relation
between human behaviour and the administrative process, touching upon
public opinion and its components', measurement methods and determining
factors, including the factor of propaganda.
The book ended with a bibliographical list of books in Arabic and foreign
languages having bearing on its subject.

S

Sports Championships - Treatment

136. AAM., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Ministerial
Resolution-Ma. 90 Dated Ma 29, 1 9 in Connection the Treatment Given
to Pupils obtaining- Sports Championships", Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister,
Ministry of Education, 1979, 2 pages plus tables.

This Resolution consists of six articles.
Article 1 lists the championships obtained in sports which qualify their
holders to receive a treatment similar to their colleagues who have
succeeded in one high-level subject.
The-second article explained the manner in which the gross total of the
grades obtained by champions are calculated.
4

Article 3 lists the sports championships which are covered by this
Resolution.
The fourth article indicated the conditions for judging championships.

Article 5 specifies the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Education who
is assigned to prepare the necessary lists of athletically distinguished
pupils. It also indicates the manner in which these lists are to be
prepared and the particulars to be contained in them.
The sixth and last article defines the scholastic year beginning with which
this Resolution comes into effect.
Two tables are appended to the Resolution, one listing the championships
and one specifying the levels and grades of athletic distinction.
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TEACHER T RAINING

Curricula of Practical Education
137. Earag, 'Aleyyah 'Ali 'Ali, "Practical Education and Academic
_accomplishment of Students in Faculties of Education", (Al- Tarbiyah Al'Amaliyyab WalaYahseel Al-AkadimiLiafullab Xulliyyaat AlTarbiyah),
"Sahifat Al-Tarbiyah", (Magazine of Education), 31st Year, Issue lb. 3,

(May 1979).

At the beginning of her article, the writer explained the role of practical
education in teacher training curricula and in evaluating teacher efficiency.
She then reviewed the basic elements involved in practical education,
whether as to academic fields of specialization or as to professional and
vocational qualification, mentioning the pertinent facts and information
connected with the teaching profession.

After explaining the theoretical and practical skills which enable the
teacher, upon obtaining practical training, to help students in progressing
and growing, the writer mentioned certain difficulties and mistakes
occasioned by a new teacher at the beginning of his practical life. She
pointed to the value of practical education courses in helping new teachers
overcame such difficulties.

TECHNICAL =CR I N
Curricula - Development
138.

Qallini, Rushdi Labib, "The General Framework for Developifte-Curs', evla

of Technical Education", (Al-Itaar Al-'AammLiaratweer Nanahij Al-Ta'leeN4
Al-Fanni), Cairo, National Council for Educational Research, 1979, 40
stencil pages.
At the outset of this paper, a review is made of the general aims of
technicia secondary education and the specific aims of each type of such
education separately, i.e. commercial, agricultural and industrial.. A
review is also made of the aims of each branch and section in each of the
foregoing types, indicated separately.
The writer then dealt with the proposed curricula for each of the technical
schools enumerated below:
Commercial schools (3-year system), agricultural secondary schools
(including the agricultural and laboratory technicians branches as well
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as the Compulsory subjects of general nature and the optional studies in
the different branches) and industrial schools (3-year system in the
different branches).
Some suggestions were reviewed by the author, indicating the considerations
to be taken into account in_formeating the curricula of the subjects of
general nature in technical education. Re also reviewed proposed curricula
for the subjects of religion. Arabic and foreign languages, civics,
mathematics in general and sciences. with due regard given to the
considerations and trends mentioned by him.

INEATIUMJ. EDUCATION
139. Fathallah, Sanaa, 'The School Theatre ", (Al-MasratiAl-Madrasi),
."Al-Akhbar" newspaper, 28th Year, Issue Mo. 8433, (June 25, 1979), p. 12.

After re-iterating her interest in writing on child dramatics and school
and university theatres, the writerLzeported a training session which the
Ministry of Education's Administration ofTheatrical Education is
organizing in July for the benefit of inspectors of theatrical education.
She expressed hope that the session would pay attention to earlier experience
in school dramatics,"citing by way of example, some such experience for the
possible consideration of the training session.
After stressing the need for studying the present status of school theatres,
and el.,_luating the current experience in dramatics, the writer also expressed hope that the training session would benefit from the positive
aspects revealed by th;atrical experience in planning for the future.
Concluding her article, she indicated the extent of interest shown by the
Ministry of Education in school dramatics in our present day and pointed
to the anticipated role of school theatres in the era of peace.

Roving Theatres
140. Pathallah Sanaa, "Roving Child Theatres ", (Masareh Al-Tifl AlJawwalah), ,"Al-Akhbar" newspaper. 27th Year, Issue !b. 8361, (April 2,
1979), p.

At the beginning of her article, the writer described the experiment of
mobile child theatres in Cleveland Metropolitan in the U.S., then explained
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how this experiment may be made good use of in developing school theatres
in Egypt.
In this connection, she suggested that the various Educational Directoratei
attract talented writers to write dramatics for children's theatres and
explained the approach to be used in this respect.
After describing the instructor's role in dev'eloping the educational
theatre, the writer suggested some educational subjects for presentation
on the stage..

She also proposed a reshuffle among teachers of dramatics in the same
educational zone and indicated how this would develop school theatres
through injecting new blood in them.
In the course of her article; the writer explained the concept of school
or educational theatres and indicated the Importance of teaching dramatics
in schools. She stressed the value of dramatics as a source of knowledge
and, eventually, as a source of experience in life.

.141.1.
The writer, further, explained how to raise the interest of talented
writers in writing for the theatre and suggested some topics for presentation on children's theatres which would appeal to their intellect rather
than to their emotions.
The writer added that plays performed on the stage should pose questions
and advance answers in order to open new horizons before children.
A

Concluding her article, she described the theatrical performances offered
on mobile echoes theatres during school year and holidays in order to
arouse the interest of children.

Duties
141. Hammoudah, Mohamed, "Ideas on Public Service; Literacy Campaigns
and Tourism", (lthawstir_fil-Khidmah Al-sAammthlea-Mthwu Al-UMmiyyah
Siyahah), "Al-GumhouriYah" newspaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9234, (April 11,
1979), P. S.

Cementing on the public service required from each university graduate
before he could join any governmental job, the writer said that educated
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young men should take active part in the projects carried out by the State
and in the literacy` campaigns launched by the Government.
Likewise, pensioned off employees should assist in fighting illiteracy
in their respective villages, the writer added.
Dealing with tourism in'Egypt, the writer said that Egyptians should be
encouraged to visit the historical sites in their own country, adding that
the Ministry of Tourism has a major responsibility in this respect.

Organizations
El-Sherif, Sa'aduddin, "Youth Is an Asset", {A1-ShalmarAmanah),
"1L1-Gmehotulyah" newspaper, 26th Year, Issue No. 9287, Mae 2, 1979),
p. 8.
142.

Dealing with youth, the writer pointed to their leading role in the future
and emphasized the need for offering meaningful education to youngsters
with due regard to the country's needs.
For the upbringing of future leaders, programmes should be laid to make good
use of their leisure time, develop their reading habits and promote their
athletics and sports talents.
The writer further emphasized the role of the family and the school in
building up future men.
In conclusion, he pointed to the evils of the present system of examinations
and proposed an improved system for the academic benefit of students.
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